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A Standard Model-like Higgs particle has been
discovered by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at CERN

The low-mass  
    region 

m4l <160 GeV: 
Observed: 39 
Expected: 34± 3 

34 

2011+2012 data 

2011 data 2012 data 

Both Experiments look for a Higgs decaying into
two Z’s through four lepton channels

Both see an excess of ZZ events in the 125 GeV mass range.
The production rate is consistent with the one expected for

a 125 GeV mass Higgs. 
Wednesday, June 12, 2013

mγγ spectrum fit, for each category, with 
Crystal Ball + Gaussian for signal plus  
background model optimised (with MC)  
to minimize biases 
Max deviation of background model from  
expected background distribution taken  
as systematic uncertainty 

Total after selections: 59059 events 

Main systematic uncertainties 

Diphoton Background and Higgs Signal at the LHC

Ιn spite of the small rate, the Higgs decay to diphotons 
provides the most sensitive channel for low mass Higgs 

searches at the LHC

Wednesday, June 12, 2013

We see evidence
of this particle

in multiple channels.

We can reconstruct
its mass and we know
that is about 125 GeV. 

The rates are consistent
with those expected 

in the Standard Model.
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Large Variations of Higgs couplings are still possible

But we cannot determine the Higgs couplings very accurately

As these measurements become more precise, they constrain possible 
extensions of the SM, and they could lead to the evidence of new physics.

It is worth studying what kind of effects one could obtain in well motivated 
extensions of the Standard Model, like SUSY.

Thursday, July 11, 2013



fermions                       fermions                       bosonsbosons

SupersymmetrySupersymmetry

electron                        electron                                      sselectronelectron

quark                              quark                                              ssquarkquark

photphotinoino                                                                      photonphoton

gravitgravitinoino                                                              gravitongraviton

Photino,  Zino and Neutral Higgsino:  Neutralinos

Charged Wino, charged Higgsino: Charginos

Particles and Sparticles share the same couplings to the Higgs. Two superpartners

of  the two quarks (one for each chirality) couple strongly to the Higgs with a 

Yukawa  coupling of order one (same as the top-quark Yukawa coupling)

Two Higgs doublets necessary → tanβ =
v2
v1

Thursday, July 11, 2013



WhyWhy Supersymmetry  Supersymmetry ??

!! Helps to stabilize the weak scaleHelps to stabilize the weak scale——Planck scale hierarchyPlanck scale hierarchy

!! Supersymmetry Supersymmetry algebra contains the generator ofalgebra contains the generator of

         space-time translations.         space-time translations.

                  Necessary ingredient of theory of quantum gravity.Necessary ingredient of theory of quantum gravity.

!! MinimalMinimal supersymmetric  supersymmetric extension of the SM :extension of the SM :

                  Leads to Unification of gauge couplingsLeads to Unification of gauge couplings..

!! Starting from positive masses at high energies, Starting from positive masses at high energies, electroweak symmetry breakingelectroweak symmetry breaking
is inducedis induced radiatively radiatively..

!! If discrete symmetry,  P = (-1)            is imposed,  lightest  SUSYIf discrete symmetry,  P = (-1)            is imposed,  lightest  SUSY

         particle neutral and stable:          particle neutral and stable: Excellent candidate for cold Dark Matter.Excellent candidate for cold Dark Matter.

3B+L+2S

Possible

Quantum corrections induce quadratic divergent result

2

2

2

iiS22

H
16

gn
(-1)m i !"

#
$

Cancelled if particles of different spin with same couplings

 are present. This happens  within the minimal supersymmetric 

extension of the Standard Model

:
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Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

SM particle SUSY partner GSM

(S = 1/2) (S = 0)
Q = (t, b)L (t̃, b̃)L (3,2,1/6)
L = (ν, l)L (ν̃, l̃)L (1,2,-1/2)
U =

�
tC

�
L

t̃∗R (3̄,1,-2/3)
D =

�
bC

�
L

b̃∗R (3̄,1,1/3)
E =

�
lC

�
L

l̃∗R (1,1,1)

(S = 1) (S = 1/2)
Bµ B̃ (1,1,0)
Wµ W̃ (1,3,0)
gµ g̃ (8,1,0)

8
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In supersymmetric theories, there is one Higgs doublet that behaves like the

SM one.

HSM = Hd cos β +Hu sin β, tan β = vu/vd

The orthogonal combination may be parametrized as

H =

�
H + iA

H
±

�

whereH, H
±
and A represent physical CP-even, charged and CP-odd scalars

(non standard Higgs).

Strictly speaking, the CP-even Higgs modes mix and none behave exactly

as the SM one.

h = − sinα Re(H
0
d) + cosα Re(H

0
u)

In the so-called decoupling limit, in which the non-standard Higgs bosons

are heavy, sinα = − cos β and one recovers the SM as an effective theory.

2
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Lightest SM-like Higgs mass strongly depends on: 

Mh depends logarithmically on the averaged stop mass scale MSUSY  and has a quadratic and 
quartic dep. on the stop mixing parameter  Xt.  [ and on sbotton/stau sectors for large tanbeta] 

For moderate to large values of tan beta and large non-standard Higgs masses  

Analytic expression valid for  MSUSY~ mQ ~ mU 

* CP-odd Higgs mass mA                          * tan beta                           *the top quark mass 

*the stop masses and mixing 

! 

mh
2 " MZ

2 cos2 2#+
3

4$ 2
mt

4

v2
1
2

˜ X t + t +
1

16$ 2
3
2

mt
2

v2 % 32$&3

' 

( 
) 

* 

+ 
, ˜ X t t + t 2( )

- 

. 
/ 

0 

1 
2 

! 

t = log(MSUSY
2 mt

2)

! 

˜ X t =
2Xt

MSUSY
2 1" Xt

2

12MSUSY
2

# 

$ 
% 

& 

' 
( 

! 

Xt = At " µ /tan# $LR stop mixing

M.Carena, J.R. Espinosa, M. Quiros, C.W. ‘95
M. Carena, M. Quiros, C.W.’95

2
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Figure 2. Comparison of the diagrammatic two-loop O(m2
t h

2
t !s) result for mh, to leading order

in mt/MS [eqs. (46) and (47)] with the “mixed-scale” one-loop EFT result [eq. (49)]. Note that

the latter now includes the threshold corrections due to stop mixing in the evaluation of mt(MS) in

contrast to the EFT results depicted in fig. 1. “Mixed-scale” indicates that in the no-mixing and

mixing contributions to the one-loop Higgs mass, the running top quark mass is evaluated at di!erent

scales according to eq. (48). See text for further details. The two graphs above are plotted for

MS = mA = (m2
g̃ + m2

t )
1/2 = 1 TeV for the cases of tan " = 1.6 and tan" = 30, respectively.

16

Standard Model-like Higgs Mass

Carena, Haber, Heinemeyer, Hollik,Weiglein,C.W.’00

Xt = At − µ/ tanβ, Xt = 0 : No mixing; Xt =
√

6MS : Max. Mixing

Long list of two-loop computations:  Carena, Degrassi, Ellis, Espinosa, Haber, Harlander, Heinemeyer, Hempfling, 
Hoang, Hollik, Hahn, Martin, Pilaftsis, Quiros, Ridolfi, Rzehak, Slavich, C.W., Weiglein, Zhang, Zwirner

mt = 180 GeV.
For mt = 173 GeV,
the maximum mh

shifts to 127 GeV.

SM-like MSSM Higgs Mass 

At~2.4 MS 

At=0 

2 -loop corrections:      

Many contributions to two loop corrections computations:  
Brignole, M.C., Degrassi,  Diaz, Ellis, Haber, Hempfling, Heinemeyer, Hollik, Espinosa,  Martin, 
 Quiros, Ridolfi, Slavich,  Wagner, Weiglein, Zhang, Zwirner, …  

M.C, Haber, Heinemeyer,  
Hollik,Weiglein,Wagner’00 

! 

mh "130 GeV
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The parameter X̃t is given by
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SUSY
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12M2
SUSY
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,

Ãt = At − µ cot β , (3)

where At is the trilinear Higgs-stop coupling and µ is the Higgsino mass parameter.

The above expression is only valid for relatively small values of the splitting of the stop

masses. For larger splittings between the two stop soft masses, similar expressions may be

found, for instance, in Refs. [8]–[13]. Eq. (1) has a maximum at large values of tan β and

At � 2.4MSUSY in the D̄R scheme, and as claimed in the introduction, gives mh ∼ 130 GeV

for a top quark mass of about 173 GeV and MSUSY of the order of 1 TeV. The Higgs mass

expression in Eq. (1) is modified by thresholds effects on the top-quark Yukawa coupling,

which depend on the product of the gluino mass and At, and which induce a small asymmetry

in the Higgs mass expression with respect to the sign of At, leading to slightly larger values

for positive AtM3 [18].

There are additional contributions to Eq. (1) that come from the sbottom and slepton

sectors which can be important at large values of tan β. The sbottom corrections are always

negative and are given by
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where the bottom Yukawa coupling hb is given by

hb �
mb

v cos β(1 + tan β∆hb)
, (5)

and ∆hb is a one-loop correction whose dominant contribution depends on the sign of µM3 [30,

31, 32]. Positive values of µM3 tend to reduce the Yukawa coupling which therefore reduces

the negative sbottom effect on the Higgs mass, while negative values of µM3 enhance the

Yukawa coupling and may diminish the Higgs mass for large values of tan β.
Similarly, the corrections from the slepton sector are,

∆m2
h � −h4

τv
2

48π2

µ4

M4
τ̃

, (6)

where Mτ̃ has been identified with the characteristic stau spectrum scale and we have ignored

the logarithmic loop corrections. The τ Yukawa coupling, hτ , is given by

hτ � mτ

v cos β(1 + tan β∆hτ )
, (7)
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Large tanβ corrections

Corrections from the sbottom sector :  
Negative contributions to the Higgs mass

Similar negative corrections, often ignored, 
appear from the stau sector
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Soft supersymmetry Breaking Parameters

Large stop sector mixing 
  At > 1 TeV

No lower bound on the lightest stop 
  One stop can be light and the other heavy   

 or
in the case of similar stop soft masses. 

both stops can be below 1TeV

At large tan beta, light staus/sbottoms can decrease
       mh by several GeV’s via Higgs mixing effects 
           and compensate tan beta enhancement 

Intermediate values of tan beta lead to
 the largest values of mh for the same values 

of stop mass parameters 

M. Carena, S. Gori, N. Shah, C. Wagner, arXiv:1112.336, +L.T.Wang, arXiv:1205.5842
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mQ � mU ; m2
t̃1

� m2
U +m2

t

�
1− X2

t

m2
Q

�

Lightest stop coupling to the Higgs approximately

vanishes for Xt � mQ

Higgs mass pushes us in that direction

Modification of the gluon fusion rate milder

due to this reason.

Light stop coupling to the Higgs
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Figure 1: Plots of Higgs mass mh versus the SUSY scale MS for values of �Xt = 0, 1, 2.45 with

µ = MS (solid lines) and µ = 200 GeV (dotted lines). The colours blue, red, green, and black

correspond to the one, two, three, and LL and NLL four-loop calculations, respectively. Values

of tan β were chosen to obtain mh ∼ 125.6 GeV at MS = 10 TeV with µ = MS. The grey region

corresponds to the approximate 1σ values for the Higgs mass mh ∼ 125.6± 0.5 GeV measured by

the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations.
11

Impact of higher loops

Recalculation of RG prediction
including up to 4 loops in RG expansion

Agreement with S. Martin’07 
and Espinosa and Zhang’00,

Carena, Espinosa, Quiros,C.W.’00,
Carena, Haber, Heinemeyer,                  

Weiglein, Hollik and C.W.’00,
in corresponding limits.

Two loops results agree w FeynHiggs and
CPsuperH results

G. Lee, C.W’13
(see also Feng et al.’13)
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Figure 2: Plots of Higgs mass mh versus tan β for values of �Xt = 0, 1, 2 with µ = 2MS (solid lines)

and µ = 200 GeV (dotted lines). The colours blue, red, green, and black correspond to the one,

two, three, and LL and NLL four-loop calculations, respectively. The grey region corresponds to

the approximate 1σ values for the Higgs mass mh ∼ 125.6 ± 0.5 GeV measured by the ATLAS

and CMS Collaborations.
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Higgs Boson Properties

The gauge boson masses still proceed from the kinetic terms

L = (Dµ
Hu)

† DµHu + (Dµ
Hd)

† DµHd+ → g
2
(H

†
uWµW

µ
Hu +H

†
dWµW

µ
Hd)

Therefore, the order parameter is v =
�
v2u + v

2
d.

The fermion mass terms proceed from the Yukawa interactions

L = −hdD̄LHddR − huŪLHuuR + h.c.

Therefore, md = hd v cos β, and

L → −md

v
(h+ tan βH)

and the down sector has tan β enhanced couplings to the non-standard Higgs

bosons.

3
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Radiative Corrections to Flavor Conserving Higgs Couplings

• Couplings of down and up quark fermions to both Higgs fields arise 
after radiative corrections. 

 

• The radiatively induced coupling depends on ratios                                   
of  supersymmetry breaking parameters
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Figure 1: SUSY radiative corrections to the self-energies of the d-quarks

We show that the usual approach of calculating tan! enhanced FCNC (Flavor Changing
Neutral Currents) e!ects in the Kaon sector does not agree with the exact results one finds
in the limit of flavor independent masses. Thus, we develop a perturbative approach that
leads to agreement with the exact result in this limit. Finally we study the e!ects of the
phases of M1, M2, M3 and µ on "Ms, BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) and "K in the cases of uniform and
split squark spectra.

We shall emphasize the implications of the present bounds on BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) for future
measurements at the Tevatron collider, both in Higgs as well as in B-physics. In particular,
we shall show that the present bound on BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) leads to strong constraints
on possible corrections to both "Ms and the Kaon mixing parameters in minimal flavor
violating schemes. Moreover, we shall show that this bound, together with the constraint
implied by the measurement of BR(b ! s#) leads to limits on the possibility of measuring
light, non-standard Higgs bosons in the MSSM.

This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we define our theoretical setup, giving
the basic expressions necessary for the analysis of the flavor violating e!ects at large values
of tan !. In particular, we show how the first order perturbative expressions in the CKM
matrix elements are inappropriate to define the corrections in the Kaon sector where higher
order e!ects need to be considered. In section 3 we show the implications of the constraint
on BR(Bs ! µ+µ!) for the mixing parameters of the Kaon and B sectors in the large tan!
regime. In section 4, we explain the implications for Higgs searches at the Tevatron. We
reserve section 5 for our conclusions and some technical details for the appendices.

2 Theoretical Setup

2.1 The resummed e!ective Lagrangian and the sparticle spec-
trum

The importance of large tan ! FCNC e!ects in supersymmetry has been known for sometime.
The finite pieces of the one-loop self energy diagrams lead to an e!ective lagrangian for the

2

tanβ =
v2

v1

Xt = At − µ/ tanβ � At ∆b = (Eg + Eth
2
t ) tan β

Friday, August 19, 2011 Resummation : Carena, Garcia, Nierste, C.W.’00

Hempfling ’93
Hall, Rattazzi, Sarid’93

Carena, Olechowski, Pokorski, C.W.’93
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H,A

Non-Standard Higgs Production

Associated Production

Gluon Fusion

gAbb � gHbb �
mb tanβ

(1 + ∆b)v
, gAττ � gHττ �

mτ tanβ

v

QCD:  S. Dawson, C.B. Jackson, L. Reina, D. Wackeroth, hep-ph/0603112
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σ(bb̄A)×BR(A→ bb̄) � σ(bb̄A)SM
tan2 β

(1 + ∆b)
2 ×

9
(1 + ∆b)

2 + 9

σ(bb̄, gg → A)×BR(A→ ττ) � σ(bb̄, gg → A)SM
tan2 β

(1 + ∆b)
2 + 9

• Searches at the Tevatron and the LHC are induced by production channels 
associated with the large bottom Yukawa coupling.

• There may be a strong dependence on the parameters in the bb search 
channel, which is strongly reduced in the tau tau mode.

Searches for non-standard Higgs bosons
M. Carena, S. Heinemeyer, G.Weiglein,C.W, EJPC’06

Validity of this approximation confirmed by  NLO computation by D. 
North and M. Spira, arXiv:0808.0087
Further work by Mhulleitner, Rzehak and Spira, 0812.3815
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How to  test the
region of low tanbeta
and moderate  mA ?

Decays of non-standard
Higgs bosons into paris

of standard ones, charginos
and neutralinos may be 

a possibility.

Can change in couplings help 
there ?

It depends on radiative corrections

See
Carena, Haber, Logan, Mrenna ’01

H,A → ττ

In the MSSM, non-standard Higgs may be produced
via its large couplings to the bottom quark, and

searched for in its decays into bottom quarks and tau leptons
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Couplings of SM Higgs to Fermions and Gauge Bosons

Down-type Fermions 

body decay channel into (t̃ → bχ̃+ → bW
+χ̃0

1), both from ATLAS [75–77] and CMS

[78]. However, in general the signal acceptance is rather low. This is because, in

comparison with the scenarios considered by the LHC searches, our case predicts

different kinematics for the final state particles. In particular, both ATLAS and CMS

searches assume stop decays into an on-shell chargino, and mainly focus on a region

of parameter space where (mχ̃+ − mχ̃0
1
) < mW . In this case, the chargino decays

into the LSP and an off-shell W boson. On the other hand, in our model the decay

(t̃1 → Wbχ̃0
1) proceeds through a 3-body decay mediated by an off-shell chargino or

a top quark. The W boson is on-shell in this region of stop masses. Therefore, the

leptons produced from the decay of such an on-shell W are in general more energetic.

Additionally the missing energy will be smaller in the case of a 3-body decay.

In agreement with this, recent phenomenological analyses suggest [59, 62] that the

most constraining searches are not from dedicated stop searches, but from using LHC

analyses with b-jet final states and in particular the CMS b-jet, Razor, MT2 analyses.

Such searches could place strong limits on this scenario in the entire mass range, unless

BR(t̃ → Wbχ̃0
1) is significantly suppressed. Stops with masses larger than ∼ 140 GeV

are therefore ruled out.

To summarize, due to the opening up of the new (t̃ → τ̃+1 ντb) decay mode, light stops

could evade the current experimental bounds in a narrow mass window, 120GeV � mt̃1 �
140 GeV. At the same time, current SM measurements of the tt̄ production in τ final states

are already very close to directly probing this region of parameter space. A dedicated search

could therefore probe this possible interesting light stop signal.

IV. BOTTOM AND TAU HIGGS DECAYS

A. Higgs Mixing Effects and the Bottom and Tau Higgs Branching Ratios

In the supersymmetric limit, the bottom quark and the tau lepton couple only to the

down-type Higgs, Hd, with couplings hb,τ , respectively. After supersymmetry breaking, both

fermions also couple to the up-type Higgs, Hu, via loop-induced couplings, ∆hb,τ . Hence,

the couplings of these fermions to the lightest CP-even Higgs are given by [34]

ghbb,hττ = −hb,τ sinα +∆hb,τ cosα, (5)

17

where α is the CP-even Higgs mixing angle and (-sinα) and cosα are the projections on h

from the real neutral components of Hd and Hu, respectively. The b and τ masses are given

by [28–31]

mb,τ = hb,τvd

�
1 + tan β

∆hb,τ

hb,τ

�
,

≡ hb,τvd (1 +∆b,τ ) . (6)

Hence,

ghbb,hττ = − mb,τ sinα

v cos β(1 +∆b,τ )

�
1− ∆b,τ

tan β tanα

�
. (7)

Close to the decoupling limit, which is when the CP-odd Higgs mass is very large, and at

large values of tanβ, sinα is close to (− cos β) and cosα � sin β � 1. The ratio (sinα/ cos β)

is then (tanα tan β), to a very good approximation, and the couplings can be written as:

ghbb,hττ ∼ mb,τ

v

�
1 +

| sinα/ cos β|− 1

1 +∆b,τ

�
. (8)

Note that when (sinα → − cos β), the above expression reproduces the SM values. We

can also see that the suppression or enhancement of the couplings with respect to the

SM will depend on whether | sinα/ cos β| is greater than or less than 1. On the other

hand, independent of the value of | sinα/ cos β|, we see that larger deviations from the SM

couplings are given by smaller values for (1 + ∆b,τ ). This implies that positive (negative)

values of ∆b,τ would lead to values closer to (further away from) the SM. As we have shown

in Ref. [26], positive (negative) values of ∆b (∆τ ) are favored to maximally enhance the

Higgs to diphoton rate while fulfilling the requirement of vacuum stability. Therefore, we

expect that ghbb will be closer to the SM value than ghττ for the same set of parameters.

As regards to the ratio of the couplings, since ∆b �= ∆τ , this is no longer given by

(mb/mτ ), as at tree level, but rather by

ghbb

ghττ
=

mb(1 +∆τ ) (1−∆b/(tan β tanα))

mτ (1 +∆b) (1−∆τ/(tan β tanα))
. (9)

If we assume that the loop effects are small, and that the couplings admit an expansion on

∆b and ∆τ , the ratio of the couplings, normalized to their SM values, can be approximated

by

�
ghbb

ghττ

�

SM

∼ 1− (∆b −∆τ )

�
1−

����
cos β

sinα

����

�
. (10)

18

Up-type Fermions

ghtt =
mt cosα

v sinβ

Gauge Bosons

ghWW,hZZ � sin(α− β)

cos(α− β) � M2
h

M2
A tanβcosα

sinβ
� sin(β − α)

For moderate values of mA and tanβ,
the top and W,Z couplings go fast to SM values

The BR can still be affected by variations of the bottom 
and tau couplings.
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and the mass-squared matrix for the CP -even scalars can be expressed as

M =

!

"

M11 M12

M12 M22

#

$ ! m2
A

!

"

s2! "s!c!

"s!c! c2!

#

$ + v2

!

"

L11 L12

L12 L22

#

$ , (12)

where

L11 = !1c
2
! + 2!6s!c! + !5s

2
! , (13)

L12 = (!3 + !4)s!c! + !6c
2
! + !7s

2
! , (14)

L22 = !2s
2
! + 2!7s!c! + !5c

2
! . (15)

There are two simple facts to keep in mind:

Mii > 0 , and m2
h # Mii # m2

H , for i = 1, 2 , (16)

where the first condition follows from the requirements that DetM > 0 and TrM > 0, while

the second follows from ”level repulsion” of eigenvalues of symmetric matrices.

Next we are going to solve for the mixing angle in the CP -even sector in terms ofmh = 125

GeV and two of the three entries of M2
h,H. Let’s define the mixing angle "

!

"

H

h

#

$ =

!

"

c" s"

"s" c"

#

$

!

"

#0
1

#0
2

#

$ ! R(")

!

"

#0
1

#0
2

#

$ , (17)

where we choose "$/2 # " # $/2, in general, so that both s" and c" are single-valued.

However in MSSM one can show that "$/2 # " # 0 at tree-level, which nonetheless does

not hold once radiative corrections are included. Then we have

RT (")

!

"

m2
H 0

0 m2
h

#

$R(") =

!

"

M11 M12

M12 M22

#

$ . (18)

Then from Eq. (18) we can solve for

s" =
M12

%

(M12)2 + (M11 "m2
h)

2
, (19)

m2
H =

M11(M11 "m2
h) + (M12)2

M11 "m2
h

. (20)

From Eq. (19) we see that the sign of s" is determined by the sign of M12, which is why

in MSSM at tree-level one can choose "$/2 # " # 0. Also the conditions in Eq. (16)

guarantees the positivity of m2
H in Eq. (20).

3

We follow the notation in Ref. [1] for the scalar potential of the most general two-Higgs-

doublet extension of the SM:

V = m2
11!

†
1!1 +m2

22!
†
2!2 !m2

12(!
†
1!2 + h.c.) +

1

2
!1(!

†
1!1)

2 +
1

2
!2(!

†
2!2)

2

+!3(!
†
1!1)(!

†
2!2) + !4(!

†
1!2)(!

†
2!1)

+

!

1

2
!5(!

†
1!2)

2 + [!6(!
†
1!1) + !7(!

†
2!2)]!

†
1!2 + h.c.

"

, (1)

where

!i =

#

$

"+
i

1!
2
("0

i + ia0i )

%

& . (2)

Notice that in the case of unbroken SUSY we have

!1 = !2 =
1

4
(g21 + g22) =

m2
Z

v2
, (3)

!3 =
1

4
(g21 ! g22) = !

m2
Z

v2
+

1

2
g22 , (4)

!4 = !
1

2
g22 , (5)

!5 = !6 = !7 = 0 . (6)

We will assume CP conservation and that the minimum of the potential is at

"!i# =
1$
2

#

$

0

vi

%

& , (7)

where

v2 = v21 + v22 % 246 GeV , t! & tan # =
v2
v1

. (8)

We choose 0 ' # ' $/2 so that t! ( 0 and write v1 = v cos # & vc! and v2 = v sin # & vs!.

The five mass eigenstates are two CP -even scalars H and h, with mh ' mH , one CP -odd

scalar A, and a charged pair H±. The mass parameters m11 and m22 can be eliminated by

imposing the minimization condition [1]:

m2
11 ! t!m

2
12 +

1

2
v2c2!(!1 + 3!6t! + !̃3t

2
! + !7t

3
!) = 0 , (9)

m2
22 ! t"1

! m2
12 +

1

2
v2s2!(!2 + 3!7t

"1
! + !̃3t

"2
! + !6t

"3
! ) = 0 , (10)

where !̃3 = !3 + !4 + !5. It then follows that [1]

m2
A =

2m2
12

s2!
!

1

2
v2(2!5 + !6t

"1
! + !7t!) , (11)
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. (8)

We choose 0 ' # ' $/2 so that t! ( 0 and write v1 = v cos # & vc! and v2 = v sin # & vs!.

The five mass eigenstates are two CP -even scalars H and h, with mh ' mH , one CP -odd

scalar A, and a charged pair H±. The mass parameters m11 and m22 can be eliminated by

imposing the minimization condition [1]:

m2
11 ! t!m

2
12 +

1

2
v2c2!(!1 + 3!6t! + !̃3t

2
! + !7t

3
!) = 0 , (9)

m2
22 ! t"1

! m2
12 +

1

2
v2s2!(!2 + 3!7t

"1
! + !̃3t

"2
! + !6t

"3
! ) = 0 , (10)

where !̃3 = !3 + !4 + !5. It then follows that [1]

m2
A =

2m2
12

s2!
!

1

2
v2(2!5 + !6t

"1
! + !7t!) , (11)

2

and the mass-squared matrix for the CP -even scalars can be expressed as

M =

!

"

M11 M12

M12 M22

#

$ ! m2
A

!

"

s2! "s!c!

"s!c! c2!

#

$ + v2

!

"

L11 L12

L12 L22

#

$ , (12)

where

L11 = !1c
2
! + 2!6s!c! + !5s

2
! , (13)

L12 = (!3 + !4)s!c! + !6c
2
! + !7s

2
! , (14)

L22 = !2s
2
! + 2!7s!c! + !5c

2
! . (15)

There are two simple facts to keep in mind:

Mii > 0 , and m2
h # Mii # m2

H , for i = 1, 2 , (16)

where the first condition follows from the requirements that DetM > 0 and TrM > 0, while

the second follows from ”level repulsion” of eigenvalues of symmetric matrices.

Next we are going to solve for the mixing angle in the CP -even sector in terms ofmh = 125

GeV and two of the three entries of M2
h,H. Let’s define the mixing angle "

!

"

H

h

#

$ =

!

"

c" s"

"s" c"

#

$

!

"

#0
1

#0
2

#

$ ! R(")

!

"

#0
1

#0
2

#

$ , (17)

where we choose "$/2 # " # $/2, in general, so that both s" and c" are single-valued.

However in MSSM one can show that "$/2 # " # 0 at tree-level, which nonetheless does

not hold once radiative corrections are included. Then we have

RT (")

!

"

m2
H 0

0 m2
h

#

$R(") =

!

"

M11 M12

M12 M22

#

$ . (18)

Then from Eq. (18) we can solve for

s" =
M12

%

(M12)2 + (M11 "m2
h)

2
, (19)

m2
H =

M11(M11 "m2
h) + (M12)2

M11 "m2
h

. (20)

From Eq. (19) we see that the sign of s" is determined by the sign of M12, which is why

in MSSM at tree-level one can choose "$/2 # " # 0. Also the conditions in Eq. (16)

guarantees the positivity of m2
H in Eq. (20).

3

General two Higgs Doublet Models

In the MSSM, at tree-level, only the first four 
couplings are non-zero and are governed by D-
terms in the scalar potential.  At loop-level, all of 

them become non-zero via  the trilinear and quartic 
interactions with third generation sfermions.       

   Haber, Hempfling’93

H. Haber and J. Gunion’03

v2L11 = M2
Z cos2 β + Loop11

v2L12 = −M2
Z cosβ sinβ + Loop12

v2L22 = M2
Z sin2 β + Loop22

MSSM
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However in MSSM one can show that "$/2 # " # 0 at tree-level, which nonetheless does

not hold once radiative corrections are included. Then we have
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From Eq. (19) we see that the sign of s" is determined by the sign of M12, which is why

in MSSM at tree-level one can choose "$/2 # " # 0. Also the conditions in Eq. (16)

guarantees the positivity of m2
H in Eq. (20).

3

Next we need to specify how the Higgs bosons couple to the fermions on. In this work

we focus on the type II THDM, where !1 and !2 only couples to down-type and up-type

fermions, respectively, at the tree-level. Then the tree-level h couplings to up-type and

down-type fermions are given by c!/s" and !s!/c", respectively, when normalized to the

SM values at imf/v. (This would imply s! must be negative when approaching the SM

value?)

It is interesting to solve for the condition when the couplings are exactly SM-like,

!s!/c" = c!/s" = 1, which leads to s2"(M12)2 = c2"(M11 !m2
h)

2 and, therefore,

s" M12 = ±c"(M11 !m2
h) . (21)

Since, according to Eq. (19), the sign ofM12 is given by the sign of s!, and thatM11!m2
h " 0

from Eq. (16), we need to choose the minus sign to recover the SM limit: !s!/c" = 1. The

plus sign would lead to !s!/c" = !1. (What do we want to say about this flipped sign

limit?) Plugging in Eq. (12), we find

!m2
As

2
"c" + v2L12s" = ±(m2

As
2
"c" + c"v

2L11 ! c"m
2
h) . (22)

The most interesting feature occurs when choosing the ”!” in the above when the mA

dependence cancels on both sides. In this case one can solve for the t" in terms of mh and

the quartic couplings in the scalar potential for which the coupling is exactly SM value for

arbitrary mA.

Next we consider two special cases: 1) we impose a discrete symmetry !1 # !!1 so that

!6 = !7 = 0, although we still allow m12 so that the discrete symmetry is only softly broken,

and 2) MSSM. In case 1), we find the solutions for t" either sign choices are

”! ” : t" =

!

!1v2 !m2
h

m2
h ! !̃3v2

, (23)

” + ” : t" =

!

!1v2 !m2
h

m2
h + !̃3v2 ! 2m2

A

. (24)

In the MSSM case, we write the non-zero quartics, !i = !tree
i + L#i

, i = 1, ..., 4. Then the

solutions for t" are

”! ” : t" =

!

m2
Z + L#1

v2 !m2
h

m2
h +m2

Z ! (L#3
+ L#4

)v2
, (25)

”! ” : t" =

!

m2
Z + L#1

v2 !m2
h

m2
h !m2

Z ! 2m2
A + (L#3

+ L#4
)v2

. (26)

4

For tanβ ≥ 5 and mA ≥ 200 GeV,

sinα = − cosβ
�

m2
A+M2

Z

m2
A−m2

h

�

The mixing of the two CP-even Higgs bosons may 
be determined from the matrix elements

In the MSSM, if Loop12 and Loop11 are small
Deviations from SM behavior depend
only on mA and not on tanβ

Now,  if we demand the recovery of the modulus of                                                                 
the SM Higgs couplings to down fermions, one obtains

M. Carena, I. Low, N. Shah, C.W.’13

where the negative sign is the one leading to the SM sign, and it is independent of mA !                                                                     

This is a general condition, valid in 2 Higgs doublet models. 

See Haber and Gunion’03. for a similar demonstration in the physical basis (Z6 = 0).
 Results in Mariano Quiros talk also can be seen as a particular case of this rule. 
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Suppression factor in the LHC channels at 
the 2012--2013 run

M. Carena, P. Draper, T. Liu, C. W. ,arXiv:1107.4354

Wednesday, March 13, 2013

Suppression Factors at the LHC
If loop corrections are small
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MSSM condition to obtain 
SM coupling to fermions (true for moderate or large tanbeta)

Observe that if Loop12 is small, there is no solution for reasonable values of 
tanbeta. 

Loop12 has to be sizable. Loop11 tends to be smaller than the radiative 
corrections to the Higgs mass and is negative in the region of parameters where 
Loop12 is positive. 

Large or small deviations in the wedge depend on if Loop12 is positive or 
negative and on its magnitude. 

For Loop12 small, we should recover couplings that are approximately
independent of tanbeta and larger than in the SM !

tanβ =
m2

h −M2
Z − Loop11

Loop12
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Mixing Effects in the CP- even Higgs Sector

• Mixing can have relevant effects in the production and decay rates 

effects through radiative corrections
 to the CP-even mass matrix

which defines the mixing angle alpha
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       Important Aτ induced 
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Gluon fusion production rate can be varied for light stops
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Figure 1: The MA–tan! (left) andMH±–tan! (right) planes in the (updated)mmax
h scenario,

with excluded regions from direct Higgs searches at LEP (blue), and the LHC (solid red);
the dotted (lighter) red region is excluded by LHC searches for a SM-like Higgs boson. The
two green shades correspond to the parameters for which Mh = 125.5± 2 (3) GeV, see text.

The two green colors in Fig. 1 indicate where Mh = 125.5 ± 2 (3) GeV. As discussed
above, the ±3 GeV region should represent a reasonable combination of the current experi-
mental and theoretical uncertainties. The fact that the LHC exclusion region from the SM
Higgs searches does not exactly “touch” the green band is a consequence of taking into ac-
count the theoretical uncertainties in the prediction for the Higgs boson mass in determining
the excluded regions. The incorporation of the theoretical uncertainties is also responsible
for the fact that in Fig. 1 there is no excluded region from the SM Higgs searches at the LHC
for tan! values above the green region. It may be useful to regard the green region as that
favored by the LHC observation, even though other parameter regions exist that are not
formally excluded (according to the prescription adopted in HiggsBounds [51]). The e!ects
of the theory uncertainty of ±3 GeV used in the evaluation of the experimental bounds are
displayed in Fig. 2, where we neglect this theory uncertainty. It can be observed that large
parts of the MA–tan ! plane (left) and of the MH±–tan ! plane (right) would then be ex-
cluded in the mmax

h scenario from the LHC searches for a SM-like Higgs boson. The resulting
excluded region is shown in light red. In particular, for tan! values above the green band
the predicted Mh value turns out to be too high.

Interpreting the light CP-even Higgs as the new state at ! 125.5 GeV, a new conservative
lower bound on tan ! in the MSSM can be obtained from the lowest values on the green
bands in Fig. 1 (see Ref. [8] for details). Similarly, the lowest values of MA and MH± in the
green region (i.e., where the green region touches the excluded region from Higgs searches
at the LHC) give a conservative lower bound on these parameters [8]. In particular, from
the right plot of Fig. 1 it follows that MH± < mt is excluded for MSUSY = 1 TeV (if the
light CP-even Higgs is interpreted as the new state at ! 125.5 GeV). Raising MSUSY to
higher values, e.g. to 2000 GeV, one finds that MH± < mt might still be marginally allowed.
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Figure 3: The MA–tan! plane in the mmod+
h (left) and mmod!

h (right) scenarios. The colors
show exclusion regions from LEP (blue) and the LHC (red), and the favored region Mh =
125.5± 2 (3) GeV (green), see the text for details.

Figure 3 shows the bounds on the MA–tan! parameter space in the mmod+
h (left) and

mmod!
h (right) scenarios, using the same choice of colors as in the mmax

h scenario presented
in the previous section, but from here on we show the full LHC exclusion region as solid
red only.3 As anticipated, there is a large region of parameter space at moderate and large
values of tan ! where the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson is in good agreement with
the mass value of the particle recently discovered at the LHC. Accordingly, the green area
indicating the favored region now extends over almost the whole allowed parameter space of
this scenario, with the exception of a small region at low values of tan!. From Fig. 3 one
can see that once the magnitude of Xt has been changed in order to bring the mass of the
light CP-even Higgs boson into agreement with the observed mass of the signal, the change
of sign of this parameter has a minor impact on the excluded regions.

As mentioned above, the exclusion limits obtained from the searches for heavy MSSM
Higgs bosons in the "+"! and bb̄ final states are significantly a!ected in parameter regions
where additional decay modes of the heavy MSSM Higgs bosons are open. In particular, the
branching ratios for the decay of H and A into charginos and neutralinos may become large
at small or moderate values of tan !, leading to a corresponding reduction of the branching
ratios into "+"! and bb̄. In Fig. 4 we show again the mmod+

h (left) and mmod!
h (right)

scenarios, where the excluded regions from the Higgs searches at LEP and the LHC are as
before. In the upper row of Fig. 4 the color coding for the allowed region of the parameter
space indicates the average value of the branching ratios for the decay of H and A into
charginos and neutralinos (summed over all contributing final states).4 One can see from
the plots that as a consequence of the relatively low values of µ and M2 in this benchmark
scenario decays of H and A into charginos and neutralinos are kinematically open essentially

3The light red color in Fig. 4 has a di!erent meaning.
4The branching ratios into charginos and neutralinos turn out to be very similar for the heavy CP-even

Higgs boson, H , and the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, in this region of parameter space.
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3.2 The mmod

h
scenario

As explained in the discussion of Fig. 1, the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson in the
mmax

h scenario is in agreement with the discovery of a Higgs-like state only in a relatively
small strip in the MA–tan! plane at rather low tan !. This was caused by the fact that the
mmax

h scenario was designed to maximize the value of Mh, so that in the decoupling region
this scenario yieldsMh values that are higher than the observed mass of the signal. Departing
from the parameter configuration that maximizes Mh, one naturally finds scenarios where in
the decoupling region the value of Mh is close to the observed mass of the signal over a wide
region of the parameter space. A convenient way of modifying the mmax

h scenario in this way
is to reduce the amount of mixing in the stop sector, i.e. to reduce |Xt/MSUSY| compared to
the value of ! 2 (FD calculation) that gives rise to the largest positive contribution to Mh

from the radiative corrections. This can be done for both signs of Xt.
Accordingly, we propose an “mmod

h scenario” which is a modification of the mmax
h scenario

consisting of a reduction of |Xt/MSUSY|. We define two variants of this scenario, the mmod+
h

and the mmod!
h scenario, which di!er by their sign (and absolute value) of Xt/MSUSY. While

the positive sign of the product (µM2) results in general in better agreement with the (g"2)µ
experimental results, the negative sign of the product (µAt) yields in general (assuming
minimal flavor violation) better agreement with the BR(b # s") measurements (see Ref. [54]
for a recent analysis of the impact of other rare B decay observables, most notably Bs #
µ+µ!). The parameter settings for these two scenarios are:

mmod+
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 1.5MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 1.6MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (21)

mmod!
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = "1.9MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = "2.2MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (22)
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and has widely been used for analyses in the past, we nevertheless regard it as a useful
benchmark scenario also for the future. We therefore include a slightly updated version of
the mmax

h scenario in our list of proposed benchmarks.
We define the parameters of the (updated) mmax

h scenario (with the remaining values as
defined in the previous section) as follows,

mmax
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 2MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t =

!
6MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (20)

Besides (as mentioned above) using the current experimental central value for the top quark
mass, the most relevant change in the definition of the mmax

h scenario is an increased value
of the gluino mass, which has been adopted in view of the limits from the direct searches for
SUSY particles at the LHC [14]. It should be noted that slightly higher values of Mh can
be reached if one uses lower values of mg̃ as input. Consequently, slightly more conservative
exclusion bounds on tan !, MA and MH± can be obtained if one uses as input the lowest
possible value for mg̃ that is still allowed in this scenario by the most up-to-date exclusion
bounds from ATLAS and CMS, but with mg̃ " 800 GeV. Similarly, more conservative
exclusion bounds can of course also be obtained by increasing the input value for MSUSY,
for instance by using MSUSY = 2000 GeV and mg̃ = 0.8MSUSY (i.e., the “original” setting
of mg̃ as defined in Ref. [17]), see below. We encourage the experimental collaborations to
take into consideration in their analyses also those extensions of the mmax

h scenario.
In Fig. 1 we show the MA–tan! plane (left) and the MH±–tan ! plane (right) in the

(updated) mmax
h scenario. As explained above, the areas marked as excluded in the plots

have been determined using HiggsBounds 4.0.0-beta [51] (linked to FeynHiggs). The blue
areas in the figure indicate regions that are excluded by LEP Higgs searches, and the red
areas indicate regions that are excluded by LHC searches for a SM Higgs (lighter red) and
for (non-standard) MSSM Higgs bosons (solid red). The solid red region of LHC exclusion in
this plane cuts in from the upper left corner, in the region of large tan!. The most sensitive
processes here are given by Eq. (1). These processes have an enhanced rate growing with
tan!. The “cuto!” in the excluded region for MA > 800 GeV (corresponding roughly to
values of tan ! above 50) is due to the fact that no experimental limits for MA > 800 GeV
have yet been published.

Furthermore, Fig. 1 shows regions in lighter red (“thin strips” at tan! values close to
the LEP limit and moderate to large values of MA and MH±), indicating the exclusion of
the light CP-even Higgs boson via SM-Higgs searches at the LHC. In this region the LHC
extends the LEP exclusion bounds for a SM-like Higgs to higher Higgs boson masses.
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(linked to FeynHiggs) using a combined uncertainty on the SM-like Higgs mass of !Mh =
3 GeV (!MH = 3 GeV in the last scenario) when evaluating the limits. While an estimate
of the currently excluded region is given in this way,2 we would like to emphasize that a
main point of this work is to encourage ATLAS and CMS to perform dedicated searches for
MSSM Higgs bosons in these scenarios.

For each benchmark scenario we show the region of parameter space where the mass
of the (neutral CP-even) MSSM Higgs boson that is interpreted as the newly discovered
state is within the range 125.5 ± 3 GeV and 125.5 ± 2 GeV. The ±3 GeV uncertainty is
meant to represent a combination of the present experimental uncertainty of the determined
mass value and of the theoretical uncertainty in the MSSM Higgs mass prediction from
unknown higher-order corrections. Taking into account a parametric uncertainty from the
top quark mass measurements of !mexp

t = 0.9 GeV [50] would result in an even slightly
larger interval of “acceptable” Mh values, while all other features remain the same. The
displayed area with±3 GeV uncertainty should therefore be viewed as being in (conservative)
agreement with a Higgs mass measurement of ! 125.5 GeV. In particular, in the case that
the lightest CP-even Higgs is interpreted as the newly discovered state, the couplings of
the h are close to the corresponding SM values (modulo e"ects from light SUSY particles,
see below). Consequently, those rate measurements from the LHC that agree well with
the SM are then naturally in good agreement also with the MSSM predictions. The area
corresponding to the ±2 GeV uncertainty indicates how the region that is in agreement
with the measured value would shrink as a consequence of reducing the theoretical and
experimental uncertainties to a combined value of 2 GeV.

3.1 The mmax

h
scenario

The mmax
h scenario was originally defined to give conservative exclusion bounds on tan "

in the LEP Higgs searches [15, 17, 18]. The value of Xt was chosen in order to maximize
the lightest CP-even Higgs mass at large values of MA for a given value of tan " (and
all other parameters fixed). Taking into account (besides the latest limits from the Higgs
searches at the Tevatron and the LHC) the observation of a new state at ! 125.5 GeV and
interpreting this signal as the light CP-even Higgs, the mmax

h scenario can now be used to
derive conservative lower bounds on MA, MH± and tan " [8].

On the other hand, since the mmax
h scenario has been designed such that the higher-

order corrections maximize the value of Mh, in the decoupling region (MA " MZ) and for
tan" >! 10 this scenario yields Mh values that are significantly higher (above 130 GeV) than
the observed mass of the signal. Compatibility of the predicted values for the mass of the
light CP-even Higgs boson with the mass of the observed signal is therefore achieved only in
a relatively small region of the parameter space, in particular for rather low values of tan ".
However, given that the mmax

h scenario is useful to provide conservative lower bounds on
the parameters determining the MSSM Higgs sector at tree level (MA or MH± and tan ")

2HiggsBounds provides a compilation of cross section limits obtained from Higgs searches at LEP, the
Tevatron and the LHC. For testing whether a particular parameter point of a considered model is excluded,
first the search channel with the highest expected sensitivity for an exclusion is determined, and then the
observed limit is confronted with the model predictions for this single channel only, see Ref. [51] for further
details.
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Gives the lowest value of tan(beta) 
consistent with the measured Higgs mass

3.2 The mmod

h
scenario

As explained in the discussion of Fig. 1, the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson in the
mmax

h scenario is in agreement with the discovery of a Higgs-like state only in a relatively
small strip in the MA–tan! plane at rather low tan !. This was caused by the fact that the
mmax

h scenario was designed to maximize the value of Mh, so that in the decoupling region
this scenario yieldsMh values that are higher than the observed mass of the signal. Departing
from the parameter configuration that maximizes Mh, one naturally finds scenarios where in
the decoupling region the value of Mh is close to the observed mass of the signal over a wide
region of the parameter space. A convenient way of modifying the mmax

h scenario in this way
is to reduce the amount of mixing in the stop sector, i.e. to reduce |Xt/MSUSY| compared to
the value of ! 2 (FD calculation) that gives rise to the largest positive contribution to Mh

from the radiative corrections. This can be done for both signs of Xt.
Accordingly, we propose an “mmod

h scenario” which is a modification of the mmax
h scenario

consisting of a reduction of |Xt/MSUSY|. We define two variants of this scenario, the mmod+
h

and the mmod!
h scenario, which di!er by their sign (and absolute value) of Xt/MSUSY. While

the positive sign of the product (µM2) results in general in better agreement with the (g"2)µ
experimental results, the negative sign of the product (µAt) yields in general (assuming
minimal flavor violation) better agreement with the BR(b # s") measurements (see Ref. [54]
for a recent analysis of the impact of other rare B decay observables, most notably Bs #
µ+µ!). The parameter settings for these two scenarios are:

mmod+
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 1.5MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 1.6MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (21)

mmod!
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = "1.9MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = "2.2MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (22)
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Figure 4: Upper row: The MA–tan! plane in the mmod+
h (left) and the mmod!

h scenario
(right). The exclusion regions are shown as in Fig. 3, while the color coding in the allowed
region indicates the average total branching ratio of H and A into charginos and neutralinos.
In the lower row M2 = 2000 GeV is used, and the color coding for the branching ratios of H
and A into charginos and neutralinos is as in the upper row. The regions excluded by the
LHC searches are shown in light red in these plots. For comparison, the excluded regions
for the case M2 = 200 GeV (as given in the plots in the upper row) is overlaid (solid red).

in the whole allowed parameter space of the scenario, with the exception of a small region
with rather small MA. The branching ratios for the decays of H and A into charginos and
neutralinos reach values in excess of 70% for small and moderate values of tan !.

The impact of the corresponding reduction of the branching ratios of H,A into "+"!

and bb̄ on the excluded region can be read o! from the plots in the lower row of Fig. 4.
In those plots we have set M2 = 2000 GeV, which suppresses the decays of H and A into
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Decays of  the non-standard Higgs bosons into EWKinos in the

3.2 The mmod

h
scenario

As explained in the discussion of Fig. 1, the mass of the light CP-even Higgs boson in the
mmax

h scenario is in agreement with the discovery of a Higgs-like state only in a relatively
small strip in the MA–tan! plane at rather low tan !. This was caused by the fact that the
mmax

h scenario was designed to maximize the value of Mh, so that in the decoupling region
this scenario yieldsMh values that are higher than the observed mass of the signal. Departing
from the parameter configuration that maximizes Mh, one naturally finds scenarios where in
the decoupling region the value of Mh is close to the observed mass of the signal over a wide
region of the parameter space. A convenient way of modifying the mmax

h scenario in this way
is to reduce the amount of mixing in the stop sector, i.e. to reduce |Xt/MSUSY| compared to
the value of ! 2 (FD calculation) that gives rise to the largest positive contribution to Mh

from the radiative corrections. This can be done for both signs of Xt.
Accordingly, we propose an “mmod

h scenario” which is a modification of the mmax
h scenario

consisting of a reduction of |Xt/MSUSY|. We define two variants of this scenario, the mmod+
h

and the mmod!
h scenario, which di!er by their sign (and absolute value) of Xt/MSUSY. While

the positive sign of the product (µM2) results in general in better agreement with the (g"2)µ
experimental results, the negative sign of the product (µAt) yields in general (assuming
minimal flavor violation) better agreement with the BR(b # s") measurements (see Ref. [54]
for a recent analysis of the impact of other rare B decay observables, most notably Bs #
µ+µ!). The parameter settings for these two scenarios are:

mmod+
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 1.5MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 1.6MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (21)

mmod!
h :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 200 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = "1.9MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = "2.2MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (22)
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Figure 8: The MA–tan ! plane in the " -phobic Higgs scenario. The color coding is the same
as in Fig. 3.

Figure 9: Modification of the decay rate for the lightest CP-even Higgs boson into bottom
quarks (rbb, left) and " -leptons (r!! , right) in the " -phobic Higgs scenario, where rbb and r!!
are defined in analogy to rgg in Eq. (25).

3.6 The low-MH scenario

As it was pointed out in Refs. [8, 11, 12], besides the interpretation of the Higgs-like state
at ! 125.5 GeV in terms of the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM it is also possible,
at least in principle, to identify the observed signal with the heavy CP-even Higgs boson of
the MSSM. In this case the Higgs sector would be very di!erent from the SM case, since
all five MSSM Higgs bosons would be light. The heavy CP-even Higgs boson would have a
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3.5 The ! -phobic Higgs scenario

Besides the loop e!ects on the Higgs vertices described in the previous sections, also propaga-
tor-type corrections involving the mixing between the two CP-even Higgs bosons of the
MSSM can have an important impact. In particular, this type of corrections can lead to rel-
evant modifications of the Higgs couplings to down-type fermions, which can approximately
be taken into account via an e!ective mixing angle !e! (see Ref. [63]). This modification
occurs for large values of the At,b,! parameters and large values of µ and tan ".7

The scenario that we propose can be regarded as an update of the small !e! scenario
proposed in Ref. [17]. The parameters are:

# -phobic Higgs :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1500 GeV,

µ = 2000 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 2.45MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 2.9MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At ,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 500 GeV . (28)

The relatively low value of Ml̃3
= 500 GeV and the large value of µ give rise to rather

light staus also in the # -phobic Higgs scenario, in particular in the region of large tan ".
The corrections from the stau sector have an important influence on the Higgs couplings
to down-type fermions in this scenario. Furthermore, in this scenario decays of the heavy
CP-even Higgs boson into light staus, H ! #̃+1 #̃!1 , occur with a large branching fraction in
the region of large tan " and su"ciently high MA. For example, for MA = 800 GeV and
tan" = 45, we obtain BR(H ! #̃+1 #̃

!
1 ) = 67%.

Figure 8 shows the bounds on the MA–tan " parameter space in the # -phobic Higgs
scenario. As in the light stau scenario, the most important modification with respect to the
mmod

h scenarios is a larger exclusion at low values of tan" induced by a decrease of the decay
rate into charginos and neutralinos.

Figure 9 shows the modification of the decay rate for the lightest CP-even Higgs boson
into bottom quarks (rbb) and # -leptons (r!! ), both defined analogously to rgg, see Eq. (25).
The variations are most important at large values of tan", and they increase for smaller
values of MA, where the LHC exclusion limit from MSSM Higgs searches becomes very
significant. Still, as can be seen from the figure, modifications of the partial Higgs decay
width into #+#! larger than 20%, and of the decay width into bottom quarks larger than
10% may occur within this scenario.

7Large values of At,b,! and µ are in principle constrained by the requirement that no charge and color
breaking minima should appear in the potential [64], or at least that there is a su!ciently long-lived meta-
stable vacuum. However, a detailed analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave it
for a future analysis.
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proposed in Ref. [17]. The parameters are:

# -phobic Higgs :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1500 GeV,

µ = 2000 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 2.45MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 2.9MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At ,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 500 GeV . (28)

The relatively low value of Ml̃3
= 500 GeV and the large value of µ give rise to rather

light staus also in the # -phobic Higgs scenario, in particular in the region of large tan ".
The corrections from the stau sector have an important influence on the Higgs couplings
to down-type fermions in this scenario. Furthermore, in this scenario decays of the heavy
CP-even Higgs boson into light staus, H ! #̃+1 #̃!1 , occur with a large branching fraction in
the region of large tan " and su"ciently high MA. For example, for MA = 800 GeV and
tan" = 45, we obtain BR(H ! #̃+1 #̃

!
1 ) = 67%.

Figure 8 shows the bounds on the MA–tan " parameter space in the # -phobic Higgs
scenario. As in the light stau scenario, the most important modification with respect to the
mmod

h scenarios is a larger exclusion at low values of tan" induced by a decrease of the decay
rate into charginos and neutralinos.

Figure 9 shows the modification of the decay rate for the lightest CP-even Higgs boson
into bottom quarks (rbb) and # -leptons (r!! ), both defined analogously to rgg, see Eq. (25).
The variations are most important at large values of tan", and they increase for smaller
values of MA, where the LHC exclusion limit from MSSM Higgs searches becomes very
significant. Still, as can be seen from the figure, modifications of the partial Higgs decay
width into #+#! larger than 20%, and of the decay width into bottom quarks larger than
10% may occur within this scenario.

7Large values of At,b,! and µ are in principle constrained by the requirement that no charge and color
breaking minima should appear in the potential [64], or at least that there is a su!ciently long-lived meta-
stable vacuum. However, a detailed analysis of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, and we leave it
for a future analysis.
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FIG. 1: SM contributions to Higgs decays in the !! and Z! channel.

and yield new minima in the Higgs potential via radiative corrections. However, these

problems can be remedied in a complete model, and given that more data will be available

in the near future, we would like to work in a model-independent fashion and shall not be

concerned with these indirect constraints. Instead, we argue that indirect evidence for new

light particles in the !! and Z! channels would point to a rich structure of new particles at

the TeV scale.

This article is organized as follows : in Section II we develop a general understanding of

the deviations in the Higgs coupling to photons due to presence of new charged particles. In

Section III we discuss specific examples associated with particles of spin zero, spin one-half,

and spin one, while in Section IV we work out the correlations between !! and Z! partial

widths. Then we conclude in Section V. In the Appendix we collect expressions for the loop

functions used in the calculations.

II. GENERAL FEATURES OF THE HIGGS TO DIPHOTON DECAY WIDTH

In the SM the leading contribution to the Higgs coupling to diphoton is the W± boson

loop, which is at least four times larger than the next-to-leading contribution from the top

quark loop. The Feynman diagrams are shown in Fig. 1, where the same diagrams also

constitute the dominant contributions to the Higgs coupling to Z!. The analytic expression

for the diphoton partial width reads [15, 16]

!(h ! !!) =
GF"2m3

h

128
"
2#3

!

!A1($W ) +NcQ
2
tA1/2($t)

!

!

2
, (1)

where GF is the Fermi constant, Nc = 3 is the number of color, Qt = +2/3 is the top quark

electric charge in units of |e|, and $i # 4m2
i /m

2
h, i = t,W . Below the WW threshold, the

4

Dominant Contributions to the Diphoton 
Width in the Standard Model

Similar corrections appear from other scalar, fermion or vector particles. Clearly, similarly to 
the top quark, chiral fermions tend to reduce the vector boson contributions
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Higgs Diphoton Decay Width in the SM

narrow mass range around 125 GeV. A naive combination of the results of both experiments

seems to reveal a central value of ZZ production with a rate similar to the SM one, while

the central value of the diphoton production rate is enhanced by a factor close to two times

that Standard Model. Needless to say, more statistics would be needed to determine if these

results are significant or are just the product of a statistical fluctuation.

Motivated by these results, we shall investigate the possibility that the diphoton rate is

enhanced, and that this enhancement is entirely due to an increase of the partial diphoton

decay width of the photon, but that the total width or production cross sections remain

approximately at their Standard Model values. Such an enhancement of the diphoton decay

width demands the presence of charged particles with significant couplings to the Higgs

boson. The dominant contribution to the diphoton decay amplitude in the Standard Model

comes from W -gauge boson loops. Standard fermions tend to produce a cancellation of the

partial diphoton rate, and so do single scalars with couplings such that the contribution to

its mass induced by the Higgs vacuum expectation value is positive. Then, an enhancement

of the diphoton rate demands an interesting structure of the couplings of the Higgs boson to

fermion and scalar particles. Moreover, the LEP experiments tend to put a strong constraints

on the presence of charged particles with mass lower than about 100 GeV and these bounds

should be taking into account while studying the possible e!ects of new particles in the

diphoton rate. On the other hand, we shall ignore electroweak constraints on masses of new

particles; since they can be rectified through cancellations in complete models. We now live

in a world where the data rule. if anything, indirect confirmation of new light particles in

the !! and Z! channel would hint at a rich structure at a higher energy.

II. ENHANCING THE DIPHOTON WIDTH

In the standard model the leading contribution to the diphoton decay width of the Higgs is

the W boson loop, which is at least four times larger than the next-to-leading contribution

from the top loop. All other contributions are negligible. More specifically, the analytic

expressions for the partial width are

"(h ! !!) =
GF"2m3

h

128
"
2#3

!

!A1($w) +NcQ
2
tA1/2($t)

!

!

2
, (1)

3

where GF is the Fermi constant, Nc = 3 is the number of color, Qt = +2/3 is the top quark

electric charge in unit of |e|, and !i ! 4m2
i /m

2
h, i = t,W . Below the WW threshold, the loop

functions for spin-1 (W boson) and spin-1/2 (top quark) particles are given by Eqs. (49)

and (48) in the Appendix.

In the limit that the particle running in the loop has a mass much heavier than the Higgs,

we have

A1 " #7 , NcQ
2
t A1/2 "

4

3
NcQ

2
t . (2)

For a Higgs mass below the WW threshold, the W boson contribution is always dominant

and monotonically decreasing from A1 = #7 for very small Higgs masses to A1 $ #12.4

at the threshold, while the top quark contribution is well-approximated by the asymptotic

value of (4/3)2 $ 1.78. If we consider a Higgs mass at 125 GeV, the W and top contributions

are

mh = 125 GeV : A1 = #8.32 , NcQ
2
tA1/2 = 1.84 . (3)

We will consider under what circumstances adding new loop diagrams from particles of spin-

0, spin-1/2, and spin-1 could enhance the diphoton partial width significantly. To this end

it will be convenient to re-write the diphoton decay width in terms of the Higgs coupling to

the loop particles:

!(h " "") =
#2m3

h

1024$3

!

!

!

!

ghWW

m2
W

A1(!w) +
2ghtt̄
mt

NcQ
2
tA1/2(!t) +QS

ghSS
m2

S

A0(!S)

!

!

!

!

2

, (4)

where QS is the electric charge of the scalar in unit of e, and the scalar loop function is defined

in Eq. (50) in the Appendix. A0 approaches 1/3 for infinitely heavy loop mass. In the above

the notation W , t, and S refer to generic spin-1, spin-1/2, and spin-0 particles, respectively.

For the standard model W boson and top quark, ghWW = g2v/2 and ghtt̄ = %t/
%
2, and

ghWW

m2
W

=
2ghtt̄
mt

=
2

v
. (5)

Using Eq. (4) one could easily include new loop contributions in the diphoton decay width.

The discussion proceeds most clearly by using the low-energy Higgs theorems [1, 2] to

derive leading contributions to the diphoton decay width from new heavy particles. The

theorems relate the partial decay width to the "" two point functions. As a result, the

leading contribution in the h " "" partial width can be obtained from the knowledge of

one-loop QED beta functions. More specifically, in the presence of charged heavy particles,
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where QS is the electric charge of the scalar in unit of e, and the scalar loop function is defined

in Eq. (50) in the Appendix. A0 approaches 1/3 for infinitely heavy loop mass. In the above

the notation W , t, and S refer to generic spin-1, spin-1/2, and spin-0 particles, respectively.

For the standard model W boson and top quark, ghWW = g2v/2 and ghtt̄ = %t/
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2, and
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Using Eq. (4) one could easily include new loop contributions in the diphoton decay width.

The discussion proceeds most clearly by using the low-energy Higgs theorems [1, 2] to

derive leading contributions to the diphoton decay width from new heavy particles. The

theorems relate the partial decay width to the "" two point functions. As a result, the

leading contribution in the h " "" partial width can be obtained from the knowledge of

one-loop QED beta functions. More specifically, in the presence of charged heavy particles,

4

For particles much heavier than the Higgs boson

In the SM, for a Higgs of mass about 125 GeV 

Dominant contribution from W loops.  Top particles suppress by 40 
percent the W loop contribution.  One can rewrite the above 
expression in terms of the couplings of the particles to the Higgs as : 
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where QS is the electric charge of the scalar in unit of e, and the scalar loop function is defined

in Eq. (50) in the Appendix. A0 approaches 1/3 for infinitely heavy loop mass. In the above

the notation W , t, and S refer to generic spin-1, spin-1/2, and spin-0 particles, respectively.
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Using Eq. (4) one could easily include new loop contributions in the diphoton decay width.

The discussion proceeds most clearly by using the low-energy Higgs theorems [1, 2] to

derive leading contributions to the diphoton decay width from new heavy particles. The

theorems relate the partial decay width to the "" two point functions. As a result, the

leading contribution in the h " "" partial width can be obtained from the knowledge of

one-loop QED beta functions. More specifically, in the presence of charged heavy particles,
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functions for spin-1 (W boson) and spin-1/2 (top quark) particles are given by Eqs. (49)
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For a Higgs mass below the WW threshold, the W boson contribution is always dominant

and monotonically decreasing from A1 = #7 for very small Higgs masses to A1 $ #12.4

at the threshold, while the top quark contribution is well-approximated by the asymptotic

value of (4/3)2 $ 1.78. If we consider a Higgs mass at 125 GeV, the W and top contributions
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2
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We will consider under what circumstances adding new loop diagrams from particles of spin-

0, spin-1/2, and spin-1 could enhance the diphoton partial width significantly. To this end

it will be convenient to re-write the diphoton decay width in terms of the Higgs coupling to

the loop particles:
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where QS is the electric charge of the scalar in unit of e, and the scalar loop function is defined

in Eq. (50) in the Appendix. A0 approaches 1/3 for infinitely heavy loop mass. In the above

the notation W , t, and S refer to generic spin-1, spin-1/2, and spin-0 particles, respectively.

For the standard model W boson and top quark, ghWW = g2v/2 and ghtt̄ = %t/
%
2, and
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Using Eq. (4) one could easily include new loop contributions in the diphoton decay width.

The discussion proceeds most clearly by using the low-energy Higgs theorems [1, 2] to

derive leading contributions to the diphoton decay width from new heavy particles. The

theorems relate the partial decay width to the "" two point functions. As a result, the

leading contribution in the h " "" partial width can be obtained from the knowledge of

one-loop QED beta functions. More specifically, in the presence of charged heavy particles,

4

+NcQ
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the QED e!ective Lagrangian at one-loop order is given by

L!! = !
1

4
Fµ"F

µ"
!

i

bie2

16!2
log

"2

m2
i

+ · · · , (6)

where mi is the mass of the ith particle, " is an ultraviolate cuto!, and the beta function

coe#cients bi are [1, 2]

b =
4

3
NcQ

2 for a Dirac fermion , (7)

b = !7 for the W boson , (8)

b =
1

3
for a charged scalar . (9)

From the limiting behavior of the analytic expression we find full agreement with Eq. (2).

The !7 coe#cient for the W boson can be understood as the sum of 22/3, which is the beta

function coe#cient for non-abelian gauge bosons, and !1/3, which comes from the scalar

(longitudinal) components of the massive gauge bosons [1, 2].

Since we are interested in an enhanced "" width without changing the Higgs production

rate, we only consider new particles carrying no color charges and set Nc = 1 henceforth.

Moreover, if the mass of the new particle depends on the Higgs expectation value,1 mi "

mi(h), and is much heavier thanmh, we can integrate out the heavy new particle and describe

the Higgs coupling to two photons using an e!ective Lagrangian in a 1/mi expansion. In the

end the h"" coupling is readily obtained by making the substitution h " h + v in Eq. (6)

and expand to linear order in h:

Lh!! = !
#

16!

h

v

"

!

i

2bi
$

$ log v
logmi(v)

#

Fµ"F
µ" . (10)

In terms of the notation in Eq. (5),
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=
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$v
logm2

W (v) ,
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=
$

$v
logm2

t (v) . (11)

When there are multiple particles carrying the same electric charge, one can write down a

slightly more general expression

Lh!! = !
#

16!

h

v
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i
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$ log v
log

$

detM†
iMi

%

#

Fµ"F
µ" , (12)

1 The new particle does not have to receive all of its mass from the Higgs expectation value, but only some

of it is su!ce.
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where in the Standard Model

This generalizes for the case of fermions with contributions to their masses independent 
of the Higgs field. The couplings come from the vertex and the inverse dependence on the 
masses from the necessary chirality flip (for fermions) and the integral functions.
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In the limit of heavy masses, the exact result in Eq. (4) is in full agreement with Eq. (10).

When there are multiple particles carrying the same electric charge, one can write down

a slightly more general expression
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where MF,i and MB,i are the mass matrices of all particles carrying the same electric charge

and spin, and F and B denote fermions and bosons. This expression allows for the possibility

that there could be mass mixing between particles. In particular, we will be focusing on

scenarios where the mass mixing is induced after the electroweak symmetry breaking, which

occurs in many theories beyond the SM.

The form of the e!ective Higgs coupling to two photons in Eq. (12) makes it straight-

forward to understand the pattern of deviation from SM expectations in the presence of

extra particles running in the loop. As a simple example, we consider the addition of two

new fermions. The same consideration applies to scalars by simple substitutions of mass

matrices. In this case, the mass matrix is a 2! 2 matrix,

M†
fMf =

(

)

m2
11 m2
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m! 2
12 m2

22

*

+ , (13)

from which the h$$ coupling is determined from Eq. (12) by
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2
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A few comments are in order. First we assume no mass mixing, m2
12 = 0. In this case it

is interesting to consider the situation where both particles receive all of their masses from

electroweak symmetry breaking, m2
ii = div2, where di > 0 as required by the condition of

positivity of the mass. Then the first two terms in Eq. (14) contribute with the same sign.

This argument suggests that adding a fourth generation quark and/or lepton would always

amplify the e!ects of SM quarks and/or leptons in the loop-induced decay of the Higgs,

which implies a reduction in the diphoton decay width.2 When turning on the mixing

2 One can apply the same argument to gluon fusion production of the Higgs and arrive at the well-known
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FIG. 2: Enhancement in the diphoton partial width due to a new charged scalar S.

In general a large ghSS coupling is not preferred because of the vacuum stability and

triviality considerations. However, when there is more than one new scalars and mass

mixing between the scalars exists, we will see that the lighter mass eigenstate could have a

large “e!ective” ghSS coupling. The canonical example is the mixing between an electroweak

doublet scalar and a singlet scalar carrying the quantum numbers of the left-handed and

right-handed leptons, respectively, which appear in supersymmetry. In this case the mass

mixing occurs only after the electroweak symmetry breaking and requires an insertion of the

Higgs vacuum expectation value, which implies the mass mixing not only a!ects the mass

eigenvalues, but also directly the coupling of the mass eigenstates to the Higgs boson. If

the two charged scalars have the same electroweak quantum number and the mixing does

not go through a Higgs insertion, then the Higgs coupling to the mass eigenstates depends

on the mixing parameter only implicitly through the mixing angles between the gauge and

mass eigenbasis, which is a rather weak dependence. Therefore, in the following we focus on

the canonical example of mixing between a doublet scalar and a singlet scalar.

Denoting the two charged scalars in the gauge basis by SL and SR, one can write down

the general mass-squared matrix,

M2
S =

!

"

m̃L(v)2
1!
2
vXS

1!
2
vXS m̃R(v)2

#

$ , (21)

where XS is a dimensionful parameter characterizing the mass mixing. The mass matrix
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FIG. 4: Left panel: Diphoton partial width normalized to the SM as a function of the mixing

parameter between the two charged scalars. The solid (dashed) line in the R!! plots includes both

(only the lightest) mass eigenstates. They are almost on top of each other since the contribution

from the heavy mass eigenstate is tiny. Middle panel: Mass of the lightest (solid, red line) and

heaviest (dashed, blue line) scalar mass eigenstates as a function of the mixing parameter. Right

panel: E!ective couplings of the lightest (solid, red line) and heaviest (dashed, blue line) scalar

mass eigenstates as a function of the mixing parameter.

which implies the enhancement is entirely due to the lighter eigenstate S1. An enhancement

by a factor of 1.5 is possible for XS ! 450 GeV, for which mS1
! 120 GeV and cS1

" !1.3.

In general, larger values of mL and mR require larger values of the mixing parameter

XS in order to get a significant enhancement. Parametrically the critical value of XS for a

large enhancement grows with mLmR, which is the positive contribution to the determinant

of the mass-squared matrix. It is easy to see that large values of XS " v induce the

presence of charge breaking minima, deeper than the electroweak one. Hence, scenarios

with XS
>
! 1 TeV require additional new physics at the weak scale to stabilize the vacuum.

In all realistic cases, a large enhancement of the Higgs diphoton width demands masses of

scalars below the weak scale.

Light charged scalars have been searched for at colliders. For example, LEP put a lower

bound on the mass of sleptons in supersymmetry that is of the order of 100 GeV [13]. Similar

to the W " case, one could postulate a new Z2 parity carried by the new scalar, much like

the R parity carried by the sleptons. While we have not specified a detailed production and

decay mechanism of the charged scalar under consideration, we note that a somewhat large

coupling to the Higgs boson is necessary in order to have a scalar mass heavier than the
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which implies the enhancement is entirely due to the lighter eigenstate S1. An enhancement

by a factor of 1.5 is possible for XS ! 450 GeV, for which mS1
! 120 GeV and cS1

" !1.3.

In general, larger values of mL and mR require larger values of the mixing parameter

XS in order to get a significant enhancement. Parametrically the critical value of XS for a

large enhancement grows with mLmR, which is the positive contribution to the determinant

of the mass-squared matrix. It is easy to see that large values of XS " v induce the

presence of charge breaking minima, deeper than the electroweak one. Hence, scenarios

with XS
>
! 1 TeV require additional new physics at the weak scale to stabilize the vacuum.

In all realistic cases, a large enhancement of the Higgs diphoton width demands masses of

scalars below the weak scale.

Light charged scalars have been searched for at colliders. For example, LEP put a lower

bound on the mass of sleptons in supersymmetry that is of the order of 100 GeV [13]. Similar

to the W " case, one could postulate a new Z2 parity carried by the new scalar, much like

the R parity carried by the sleptons. While we have not specified a detailed production and

decay mechanism of the charged scalar under consideration, we note that a somewhat large

coupling to the Higgs boson is necessary in order to have a scalar mass heavier than the
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Higgs Production in the di-photon channel in the MSSM  

.  M.C, Gori, Shah, Wagner 

  for Mh ~ 125 GeV  

Contours of constant  

! 

" gg#h( )Br(h#$$ )
" gg#h( )SM Br(h#$$ )SM

Light staus with large mixing  
   [sizeable µ and tan beta]: 
     ! enhancement of the  
 Higgs to di-photon decay rate   

Charged scalar particles with no color charge can change di-photon rate  
without modification of the gluon production process  

M. Carena, S. Gori, N. Shah, C. Wagner, arXiv:1112.336, +L.T.Wang, arXiv:1205.5842

For a more generic discussion of modified diphoton width by new charged particles,                        
see M. Carena, I. Low and C. Wagner, arXiv:1206.1082 

Higgs Decay into two Photons in the MSSM

Xτ = Aτ − µ tanβ

we define the quantity

rgg =
!(h ! gg)MSSM

!(h ! gg)SM
, (25)

which gives a rough approximation of the relative suppression of !(gg ! h)MSSM. The
bounds on the parameter space (as before obtained with HiggsBounds) are similar to the
ones obtained in the mmod

h scenarios. However, the gluon fusion rate is between 10% and
15% lower than in the SM, as expected from Eq. (23).6

3.4 The light stau scenario

While light stops may lead to a large modification of the gluon fusion rate, with a relative
minor e"ect on the diphoton rate, it has been shown that light staus, in the presence of large
mixing, may lead to important modifications of the diphoton decay width of the lightest CP-
even Higgs boson, !(h ! "") [10,62]. Large mixing in the stau sector may happen naturally
for large values of tan #, for which the mixing parameter X! = A! " µ tan# becomes large.
Similarly to the modifications of the gluon fusion rate in the light stop scenario, one can
use the low energy Higgs theorems [58] to obtain the modifications of the decay rate of the
Higgs boson to photon pairs. The correction to the amplitude of Higgs decays to diphotons
is approximately given by [10, 59]

$Ah""/ASM
h"" # "

2 m2
!

39 m2
!̃1
m2

!̃2

!

m2
!̃1
+m2

!̃2
"X2

!

"

, (26)

where ASM
h"" denotes the diphoton amplitude in the SM.

Due to the large tan# enhancement X! is naturally much larger than the stau masses and
hence the corrections are positive and become significant for large values of tan #. As stressed
above, the current central value of the measured diphoton rate of the state discovered at the
LHC is somewhat larger than the expectations for a SM Higgs, which adds motivation for
investigating the phenomenology of a scenario with an enhanced diphoton rate. We therefore
propose a light stau scenario. In the definition of the parameters we distinguish the cases
whether or not % mass threshold corrections, #! , are incorporated in the computation of the
stau spectrum (this is the case in CPsuperH, but not in the present version of FeynHiggs).
We mark the case where those corrections are included as “(#! calculation)”. We define the
parameters of the light stau scenario as follows:

light stau:

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 500 GeV,

6The feature visible in the LHC excluded region for aboutMA = 500 GeV and low values of tan! is caused
by the fact that HiggsBounds uses only the channel with the highest expected sensitivity for determining
whether a parameter point is excluded. The shape of the excluded region is caused by a boundary to a
di!erent channel that has the highest expected sensitivity for exclusion but whose observed limit turns out
not to provide an exclusion of this parameter region. Features of this kind are expected to be absent in
dedicated combined analyses that allow to simultaneously take into account information from more than one
channel.
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XOS
t = 2.0MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 2.2MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = At = A! ,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (24)

These parameters lead to a lighter stop and a heavier stop mass of about 325 GeV and
670 GeV, respectively, and a negative correction of the gluon fusion amplitude of about 8%.
The light stop scenario can be regarded as an update of the gluophobic Higgs scenario defined
in Ref. [17].

The values of µ andM2 in the light stop scenario have been chosen to be in agreement with
the current exclusion bounds on direct light stop production at the LHC [60]. The two-body
decay modes that are kinematically open are t̃1 ! b!̃+

1 and t̃1 ! c!̃0
1 with m"̃±

1

" 295 GeV
and m"̃0

1
" 163 GeV. The first decay results in very soft decay products. While the latter

decay is expected to be suppressed in minimal flavor violating schemes, it could in general
be sizable. Analyses have been performed at the Tevatron [61]; however, currently there are
no dedicated LHC searches in this channel. If this channel turned out to be relevant, due to
its di!cult final state it would pose a challenge to the experimental analyses.

There is also a correction to the diphoton amplitude, but since in the diphoton case
the dominant SM contribution comes from W loops, which are of opposite sign and about
a factor 4 larger than the top contributions, the stop contributions lead to only a small
modification, smaller than about 3%, of this amplitude.

Figure 6 shows the MA–tan" plane in the light stop scenario, as well as a comparison of
the gluon fusion rates for h production to those obtained in the SM. For this comparison,

Figure 6: The MA–tan" plane in the light stop scenario; left: with the same color coding
as in Fig. 3; right: the resulting suppression of the gluon fusion rate, as indicated by the
legend.
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from this channel tend to be weaker than those from !! searches, and they are therefore not
explicitly visible in Fig. 3. In order to display the e!ect of the corrections to the bottom
Yukawa coupling we focus now explicitly on the channel bb̄"," ! bb̄, where " = h,H,A.
Using the latest result from CMS for this channel [55], Fig. 5 shows the reach in the MA–
tan# plane of the mmod+

h (left) and mmod!
h (right) scenarios for µ = ±200 GeV,±1000 GeV

(see also [56]).5 In the mmod+
h scenario one can observe a very large variation with the sign

and absolute value of µ. For example, for MA = 250 GeV one finds for µ = "1000 GeV an
exclusion in tan # down to about tan# = 20, while for the reversed sign of µ the excluded
region starts only above tan # = 50. The dependence on µ is less pronounced in the mmod!

h

scenario, i.e. for negative values of Xt, which is a consequence of a partial compensation
between the main contributions to "b, see Eq. (14).

3.3 The light stop scenario

The measured value of the lightest CP-even Higgs mass of about 125.5 GeV may only be
achieved in the MSSM by relatively large radiative contributions from the top–stop sector.
It is well known that this can only be obtained if the mixing parameter Xt in the stop
sector is larger than the average stop mass. The dependence of Mh on the stop mass scale is
logarithmic and allows for values ofMSUSY below the TeV scale. Values ofMSUSY significantly
below the TeV scale are still possible if Xt is close to the value that maximizes the lightest
CP-even Higgs mass (or, to a lesser extent, close to the maximum for negative values of Xt).
Such a large value of |Xt| and a relatively low value of MSUSY necessarily lead to the presence
of a light stop. Such a light stop may be searched for in direct production at the LHC, but
has also a relevant impact on the lightest CP-even Higgs production rates. In particular, a
light stop may lead to a relevant modification of the gluon fusion rate [17, 57].

The contribution of light stops to the gluon fusion amplitude may be parametrized in
terms of the physical stop masses and the mixing parameter. Making use of low energy
theorems [58] it is easy to see that the stops give rise to an additional contribution to the
gluon fusion amplitude which is approximately given by [59]

$Ahgg/ASM
hgg #

m2
t

4m2
t̃1
m2

t̃2

!

m2
t̃1
+m2

t̃2
"X2

t

"

, (23)

where ASM
hgg denotes the gluon fusion amplitude in the SM. Values of Xt in the range

2MSUSY ! Xt ! 2.5MSUSY then lead to negative contributions to this amplitude and to
reduced values of the gluon fusion rate. We propose a light stop scenario with the following
parameters,

light stop:
mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 500 GeV,

µ = 350 GeV,

M2 = 350 GeV,

5We have verified our implementation of this limit against the results from CMS [55], which are given
for the (original) mmax

h scenario with µ = ±200 GeV. The “zig-zag”-type variation of the bounds originates
from the original bounds in Ref. [55].
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The Light Stop Scenario
Stop mixing large, lightest stop mass of order 320 GeV.

Heaviest stop mass of order 650 GeV. 
Reduction of the gluon fusion process rate. 
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where ASM
hgg denotes the gluon fusion amplitude in the SM. Values of Xt in the range
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µ = 450 GeV (!! calculation),

M2 = 200 GeV,

M2 = 400 GeV (!! calculation),

XOS
t = 1.6MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 1.7MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = At ,

A! = 0 ,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 245 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 250 GeV (!! calculation). (27)

Figure 7 shows the MA–tan ! plane in the light stau scenario (left), as well as comparison
of the h ! "" width to the SM case (right). Concerning the exclusion bounds from the
Higgs searches at LEP and the LHC, the main di"erence with respect to themmod

h scenarios is
present at low values of tan !, where the LHC exclusion in the light stau scenario is somewhat
stronger. This results from a suppression of the decays into charginos and neutralinos caused
by the relatively large (default) value of µ in the light stau scenario. The right panel shows the
enhancement of the diphoton decay rate of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson with respect
to the SM (with r"" defined analogously to rgg in Eq. (25)). As expected, a significant
enhancement is present at large values of tan ! > 50, for which the lightest stau approaches
a mass of about 100 GeV, close to the LEP limit for the stau mass [49]. For non-zero values
of A! in this scenario, the coupling of the down-type fermions to the lightest Higgs boson
may be modified [10]. The decay rate of H/A into staus can also become sizable, see the
discussion in Sect. 3.5.

Figure 7: Left: The MA–tan! plane in the light stau scenario, with the same color coding
as in Fig. 3. Right: The e"ect of light staus on the decay rate h ! "", where the quantity
r"" is defined in analogy to rgg in Eq. (25).
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we define the quantity

rgg =
!(h ! gg)MSSM

!(h ! gg)SM
, (25)

which gives a rough approximation of the relative suppression of !(gg ! h)MSSM. The
bounds on the parameter space (as before obtained with HiggsBounds) are similar to the
ones obtained in the mmod

h scenarios. However, the gluon fusion rate is between 10% and
15% lower than in the SM, as expected from Eq. (23).6

3.4 The light stau scenario

While light stops may lead to a large modification of the gluon fusion rate, with a relative
minor e"ect on the diphoton rate, it has been shown that light staus, in the presence of large
mixing, may lead to important modifications of the diphoton decay width of the lightest CP-
even Higgs boson, !(h ! "") [10,62]. Large mixing in the stau sector may happen naturally
for large values of tan #, for which the mixing parameter X! = A! " µ tan# becomes large.
Similarly to the modifications of the gluon fusion rate in the light stop scenario, one can
use the low energy Higgs theorems [58] to obtain the modifications of the decay rate of the
Higgs boson to photon pairs. The correction to the amplitude of Higgs decays to diphotons
is approximately given by [10, 59]
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where ASM
h"" denotes the diphoton amplitude in the SM.

Due to the large tan# enhancement X! is naturally much larger than the stau masses and
hence the corrections are positive and become significant for large values of tan #. As stressed
above, the current central value of the measured diphoton rate of the state discovered at the
LHC is somewhat larger than the expectations for a SM Higgs, which adds motivation for
investigating the phenomenology of a scenario with an enhanced diphoton rate. We therefore
propose a light stau scenario. In the definition of the parameters we distinguish the cases
whether or not % mass threshold corrections, #! , are incorporated in the computation of the
stau spectrum (this is the case in CPsuperH, but not in the present version of FeynHiggs).
We mark the case where those corrections are included as “(#! calculation)”. We define the
parameters of the light stau scenario as follows:

light stau:

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 500 GeV,

6The feature visible in the LHC excluded region for aboutMA = 500 GeV and low values of tan! is caused
by the fact that HiggsBounds uses only the channel with the highest expected sensitivity for determining
whether a parameter point is excluded. The shape of the excluded region is caused by a boundary to a
di!erent channel that has the highest expected sensitivity for exclusion but whose observed limit turns out
not to provide an exclusion of this parameter region. Features of this kind are expected to be absent in
dedicated combined analyses that allow to simultaneously take into account information from more than one
channel.
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µ = 450 GeV (!! calculation),

M2 = 200 GeV,

M2 = 400 GeV (!! calculation),

XOS
t = 1.6MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 1.7MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = At ,

A! = 0 ,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 245 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 250 GeV (!! calculation). (27)

Figure 7 shows the MA–tan ! plane in the light stau scenario (left), as well as comparison
of the h ! "" width to the SM case (right). Concerning the exclusion bounds from the
Higgs searches at LEP and the LHC, the main di"erence with respect to themmod

h scenarios is
present at low values of tan !, where the LHC exclusion in the light stau scenario is somewhat
stronger. This results from a suppression of the decays into charginos and neutralinos caused
by the relatively large (default) value of µ in the light stau scenario. The right panel shows the
enhancement of the diphoton decay rate of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson with respect
to the SM (with r"" defined analogously to rgg in Eq. (25)). As expected, a significant
enhancement is present at large values of tan ! > 50, for which the lightest stau approaches
a mass of about 100 GeV, close to the LEP limit for the stau mass [49]. For non-zero values
of A! in this scenario, the coupling of the down-type fermions to the lightest Higgs boson
may be modified [10]. The decay rate of H/A into staus can also become sizable, see the
discussion in Sect. 3.5.

Figure 7: Left: The MA–tan! plane in the light stau scenario, with the same color coding
as in Fig. 3. Right: The e"ect of light staus on the decay rate h ! "", where the quantity
r"" is defined in analogy to rgg in Eq. (25).
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The Light Stau Scenario
Enhancement of  diphoton decay rate at large

values of tan(beta). 

we define the quantity

rgg =
!(h ! gg)MSSM

!(h ! gg)SM
, (25)

which gives a rough approximation of the relative suppression of !(gg ! h)MSSM. The
bounds on the parameter space (as before obtained with HiggsBounds) are similar to the
ones obtained in the mmod

h scenarios. However, the gluon fusion rate is between 10% and
15% lower than in the SM, as expected from Eq. (23).6

3.4 The light stau scenario

While light stops may lead to a large modification of the gluon fusion rate, with a relative
minor e"ect on the diphoton rate, it has been shown that light staus, in the presence of large
mixing, may lead to important modifications of the diphoton decay width of the lightest CP-
even Higgs boson, !(h ! "") [10,62]. Large mixing in the stau sector may happen naturally
for large values of tan #, for which the mixing parameter X! = A! " µ tan# becomes large.
Similarly to the modifications of the gluon fusion rate in the light stop scenario, one can
use the low energy Higgs theorems [58] to obtain the modifications of the decay rate of the
Higgs boson to photon pairs. The correction to the amplitude of Higgs decays to diphotons
is approximately given by [10, 59]
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, (26)

where ASM
h"" denotes the diphoton amplitude in the SM.

Due to the large tan# enhancement X! is naturally much larger than the stau masses and
hence the corrections are positive and become significant for large values of tan #. As stressed
above, the current central value of the measured diphoton rate of the state discovered at the
LHC is somewhat larger than the expectations for a SM Higgs, which adds motivation for
investigating the phenomenology of a scenario with an enhanced diphoton rate. We therefore
propose a light stau scenario. In the definition of the parameters we distinguish the cases
whether or not % mass threshold corrections, #! , are incorporated in the computation of the
stau spectrum (this is the case in CPsuperH, but not in the present version of FeynHiggs).
We mark the case where those corrections are included as “(#! calculation)”. We define the
parameters of the light stau scenario as follows:

light stau:

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 500 GeV,

6The feature visible in the LHC excluded region for aboutMA = 500 GeV and low values of tan! is caused
by the fact that HiggsBounds uses only the channel with the highest expected sensitivity for determining
whether a parameter point is excluded. The shape of the excluded region is caused by a boundary to a
di!erent channel that has the highest expected sensitivity for exclusion but whose observed limit turns out
not to provide an exclusion of this parameter region. Features of this kind are expected to be absent in
dedicated combined analyses that allow to simultaneously take into account information from more than one
channel.
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Figure 10: Experimentally favored and excluded regions in the µ–tan! plane in the low-MH

scenario. Details of the color coding (as indicated in the legend) are described in the text.

for the gg ! H , H ! "" and H ! ZZ! channels, as approximated by (X = ", Z)

RXX =
!(H ! gg)MSSM " BR(H ! XX)MSSM

!(H ! gg)SM " BR(H ! XX)SM
, (30)

are at least at 90% of their SM value for the same Higgs mass. The black region in Fig. 10
indicates where the rates for H decay to gauge bosons become too high, such that these
points are excluded by HiggsBounds. As before, the blue area is excluded by LEP Higgs
searches, whereas the solid red is excluded from LHC searches for the neutral MSSM Higgs
bosons, h, H and A in the #+#" decay channel. The purple region is excluded by charged
Higgs boson searches at the LHC. The white area at very large values of µ and low tan! is
unphysical, i.e. this parameter region is theoretically inaccessible.

One can see from Fig. 10 that, as expected, such a scenario is confined to a relatively
small range of tan! values (and, as discussed above, the same holds for MA). It is inter-
esting to note that the searches for all five MSSM Higgs bosons contribute in a significant
way to the excluded regions displayed in Fig. 10. Concerning the light CP-even Higgs bo-
son, within the yellow region in Fig. 10 its mass turns out to be rather low, in the range
77 GeV <# Mh

<# 102 GeV, i.e. significantly below the LEP limit for a SM-like Higgs [13].
The couplings of the light CP-even Higgs boson to gauge bosons are heavily suppressed in
this region, leading to rates for the relevant cross sections that are typically smaller by a
factor of 2–10 than the LEP limits [13].

While the existing limits from the searches for the MSSM Higgs bosons constrain the
parameter space of the low-MH scenario, according to our assessment based on HiggsBounds
4.0.0-beta there remains an interesting parameter region that is unexcluded, as displayed
in Fig. 10. The proposed low-MH benchmark scenario is intended to facilitate a proper
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experimental analysis that will answer the question whether scenario giving rise to Higgs
phenomenology that is very di!erent from the SM case is still viable in the MSSM. As
discussed above, besides the searches for neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in !+!! final states
also charged Higgs searches have a high sensitivity for probing this scenario. In order to
investigate the prospects for charged Higgs searches in top quark decays in more detail, we
show in Fig. 11 the predictions for BR(t ! H±b) (denoted as “BR” in the plot) in the
unexcluded region of the µ–tan" plane of the low-MH scenario. One observes that this
branching ratio is just below the current experimental limits [66], which are at the level
of 1%.

Figure 11: Values of BR(t ! H±b) (denoted as “BR”) in the µ–tan" plane in the low-MH

scenario. The experimenally excluded regions are indicated as in Fig. 10.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed new benchmark scenarios for MSSM Higgs boson searches at
the LHC. The proposed benchmarks are expressed in terms of low-energy MSSM parameters
and are restricted to the (CP-conserving) case of real parameters. The benchmark scenarios
take into account the recent discovery of a Higgs-like state at " 125.5 GeV, i.e. over a wide
range of their parameter space they are compatible with both the mass and the detected
production rates of the observed signal. This refers to the interpretation of the signal in
terms of the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM, with the exception of the low-MH

scenario, where the observed signal is interpreted as the heavier CP-even Higgs boson. For
each scenario we have investigated the impact on the parameter space from the current
exclusion bounds from Higgs searches at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC (taking both
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mass around 125.5 GeV and behave roughly SM-like, while the light CP-even Higgs boson
of the MSSM would have heavily suppressed couplings to gauge bosons. Due to the rather
spectacular phenomenology of such a scenario, the available parameter space is already
a!ected by existing search limits, and the prospects for discovering a non-SM like Higgs in
the near future would be very good.

The most relevant limits probing such a scenario at present arise from the searches
for MSSM Higgs bosons in the gg, bb̄ ! h,H,A ! !! channel, but also the search for
a light charged Higgs in top quark decays has an interesting sensitivity. The results for
the gg, bb̄ ! h,H,A ! !! channel have recently been updated by CMS [65]. However,
it is di"cult to assess the impact of those new results on the viability of such a scenario,
since they have been presented only for the mmax

h scenario (i.e., no cross section limits have
been provided which could readily be applied to other scenarios; an attempt to incorporate
a rough estimate of the new CMS result has been made in HiggsBounds 4.0.0-beta [51],
which we have used for producing the plots in this paper). In view of the rich and interesting
phenomenology, we include a scenario of this kind among the benchmarks that we propose.
In particular, this scenario could provide a useful benchmark for the ongoing charged Higgs
boson searches in the MSSM.

In this scenario we deviate from the definition of an MA–tan" plane, since it is clear that
a relatively small value of MA (and correspondingly MH±) is required. MA is therefore fixed
to MA = 110 GeV (other choices for MA in this low-mass region would also be possible),
and instead µ is varied. Otherwise we choose the same parameters as for the ! -phobic Higgs
scenario, with the exception that we set Ml̃3

= 1000 GeV, while the value in the ! -phobic
Higgs scenario is Ml̃3

= 500 GeV (see the discussion above). Accordingly, the parameters
proposed for this scenario are:8

low-MH :

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MA = 110 GeV,

MSUSY = 1500 GeV,

M2 = 200 GeV,

XOS
t = 2.45MSUSY (FD calculation),

XMS
t = 2.9MSUSY (RG calculation),

Ab = A! = At,

mg̃ = 1500 GeV,

Ml̃3
= 1000 GeV . (29)

Instead of MA one can also use MH± as input parameter, as it is done, e.g., in CPsuperH.
In this case one should choose as input value MH± = 132 GeV, leading to very similar
phenomenology.

In Fig. 10 we show the µ–tan" plane in the low-MH scenario. The green shades indicate
the region where MH = 125.5 ± 2 (3) GeV. The yellow and black areas also have MH =
125.5 ± 3 GeV, where the yellow area additionally satisfies the requirement that the rates

8The remark made in the previous section about the constraints from charge and color breaking minima
in the scalar potential applies also here.
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Figure 8: The MA–tan ! plane in the " -phobic Higgs scenario. The color coding is the same
as in Fig. 3.

Figure 9: Modification of the decay rate for the lightest CP-even Higgs boson into bottom
quarks (rbb, left) and " -leptons (r!! , right) in the " -phobic Higgs scenario, where rbb and r!!
are defined in analogy to rgg in Eq. (25).

3.6 The low-MH scenario

As it was pointed out in Refs. [8, 11, 12], besides the interpretation of the Higgs-like state
at ! 125.5 GeV in terms of the light CP-even Higgs boson of the MSSM it is also possible,
at least in principle, to identify the observed signal with the heavy CP-even Higgs boson of
the MSSM. In this case the Higgs sector would be very di!erent from the SM case, since
all five MSSM Higgs bosons would be light. The heavy CP-even Higgs boson would have a
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(i) (ii)

FIG. 1: Stop mass parameters as a function of the lightest stop mass for the four scenarios listed in

Tab. I. Cases (a) and (b) are shown in the two shaded regions bounded by dashed and dotted lines

respectively. Cases (c) and (d) are represented by horizontal and vertical hatching respectively. For

each value of mu3 , values of At are such that the computed Higgs mass is in the range 122.5 GeV <

mh < 128.5 GeV. This range represents a 3 GeV theoretical uncertainty in the mh computation.

The blue contours denote larger values of At and the red contours correspond to the lower values

of At for a fixed Higgs mass.

TABLE I: Parameters defining the different scenarios shown in figures.

Cases tanβ mτ̃1 (GeV) me3 (GeV) µ (GeV) mQ3 (TeV) Aτ (TeV) mA (TeV)

(a) Shaded dashed 70 95 250 380 2 0 2

(b) Shaded dotted 70 95 230 320 2 1 1

(c) Horizontal hatch 105 95 240 225 2 1 1

(d) Vertical hatch 70 100 300 575 3 1.5 1

stop mass. The staus are always kept light, and highly mixed, so even for large values of

the stop masses, the BR(h → γγ) remains enhanced.

For a given mQ3 � mu3 , there are two solutions of At for each Higgs mass: one generically

larger than mQ3 and the other smaller than it. As discussed earlier, the gluon fusion rate
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Variation of Production Cross sections and Decay Rates

mτ = 95 GeV

(i) (ii)

(iii)

FIG. 2: (i) Higgs production via gluon fusion and (ii) its decay into γγ, normalized to the SM

value, as a function of the lightest stop mass for the cases listed in Tab. I. (iii) The γγ rate, again

normalized to the SM value, as a function of the lightest stop mass. We use the same conventions

as described in Fig. 1.
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from this channel tend to be weaker than those from !! searches, and they are therefore not
explicitly visible in Fig. 3. In order to display the e!ect of the corrections to the bottom
Yukawa coupling we focus now explicitly on the channel bb̄"," ! bb̄, where " = h,H,A.
Using the latest result from CMS for this channel [55], Fig. 5 shows the reach in the MA–
tan# plane of the mmod+

h (left) and mmod!
h (right) scenarios for µ = ±200 GeV,±1000 GeV

(see also [56]).5 In the mmod+
h scenario one can observe a very large variation with the sign

and absolute value of µ. For example, for MA = 250 GeV one finds for µ = "1000 GeV an
exclusion in tan # down to about tan# = 20, while for the reversed sign of µ the excluded
region starts only above tan # = 50. The dependence on µ is less pronounced in the mmod!

h

scenario, i.e. for negative values of Xt, which is a consequence of a partial compensation
between the main contributions to "b, see Eq. (14).

3.3 The light stop scenario

The measured value of the lightest CP-even Higgs mass of about 125.5 GeV may only be
achieved in the MSSM by relatively large radiative contributions from the top–stop sector.
It is well known that this can only be obtained if the mixing parameter Xt in the stop
sector is larger than the average stop mass. The dependence of Mh on the stop mass scale is
logarithmic and allows for values ofMSUSY below the TeV scale. Values ofMSUSY significantly
below the TeV scale are still possible if Xt is close to the value that maximizes the lightest
CP-even Higgs mass (or, to a lesser extent, close to the maximum for negative values of Xt).
Such a large value of |Xt| and a relatively low value of MSUSY necessarily lead to the presence
of a light stop. Such a light stop may be searched for in direct production at the LHC, but
has also a relevant impact on the lightest CP-even Higgs production rates. In particular, a
light stop may lead to a relevant modification of the gluon fusion rate [17, 57].

The contribution of light stops to the gluon fusion amplitude may be parametrized in
terms of the physical stop masses and the mixing parameter. Making use of low energy
theorems [58] it is easy to see that the stops give rise to an additional contribution to the
gluon fusion amplitude which is approximately given by [59]

$Ahgg/ASM
hgg #

m2
t

4m2
t̃1
m2

t̃2

!

m2
t̃1
+m2

t̃2
"X2

t

"

, (23)

where ASM
hgg denotes the gluon fusion amplitude in the SM. Values of Xt in the range

2MSUSY ! Xt ! 2.5MSUSY then lead to negative contributions to this amplitude and to
reduced values of the gluon fusion rate. We propose a light stop scenario with the following
parameters,

light stop:
mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 500 GeV,

µ = 350 GeV,

M2 = 350 GeV,

5We have verified our implementation of this limit against the results from CMS [55], which are given
for the (original) mmax

h scenario with µ = ±200 GeV. The “zig-zag”-type variation of the bounds originates
from the original bounds in Ref. [55].
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we define the quantity

rgg =
!(h ! gg)MSSM

!(h ! gg)SM
, (25)

which gives a rough approximation of the relative suppression of !(gg ! h)MSSM. The
bounds on the parameter space (as before obtained with HiggsBounds) are similar to the
ones obtained in the mmod

h scenarios. However, the gluon fusion rate is between 10% and
15% lower than in the SM, as expected from Eq. (23).6

3.4 The light stau scenario

While light stops may lead to a large modification of the gluon fusion rate, with a relative
minor e"ect on the diphoton rate, it has been shown that light staus, in the presence of large
mixing, may lead to important modifications of the diphoton decay width of the lightest CP-
even Higgs boson, !(h ! "") [10,62]. Large mixing in the stau sector may happen naturally
for large values of tan #, for which the mixing parameter X! = A! " µ tan# becomes large.
Similarly to the modifications of the gluon fusion rate in the light stop scenario, one can
use the low energy Higgs theorems [58] to obtain the modifications of the decay rate of the
Higgs boson to photon pairs. The correction to the amplitude of Higgs decays to diphotons
is approximately given by [10, 59]

$Ah""/ASM
h"" # "

2 m2
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"

, (26)

where ASM
h"" denotes the diphoton amplitude in the SM.

Due to the large tan# enhancement X! is naturally much larger than the stau masses and
hence the corrections are positive and become significant for large values of tan #. As stressed
above, the current central value of the measured diphoton rate of the state discovered at the
LHC is somewhat larger than the expectations for a SM Higgs, which adds motivation for
investigating the phenomenology of a scenario with an enhanced diphoton rate. We therefore
propose a light stau scenario. In the definition of the parameters we distinguish the cases
whether or not % mass threshold corrections, #! , are incorporated in the computation of the
stau spectrum (this is the case in CPsuperH, but not in the present version of FeynHiggs).
We mark the case where those corrections are included as “(#! calculation)”. We define the
parameters of the light stau scenario as follows:

light stau:

mt = 173.2 GeV,

MSUSY = 1000 GeV,

µ = 500 GeV,

6The feature visible in the LHC excluded region for aboutMA = 500 GeV and low values of tan! is caused
by the fact that HiggsBounds uses only the channel with the highest expected sensitivity for determining
whether a parameter point is excluded. The shape of the excluded region is caused by a boundary to a
di!erent channel that has the highest expected sensitivity for exclusion but whose observed limit turns out
not to provide an exclusion of this parameter region. Features of this kind are expected to be absent in
dedicated combined analyses that allow to simultaneously take into account information from more than one
channel.
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FIG. 3: Higgs gluon fusion production (dashed lines), Higgs to di-photon branching ratio (dotted

lines) and Higgs to di-photon rate (solid lines), normalized to the SM values, for the scenario with

heavy staus presented in the text.

will always consider positive values of At. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding gluon fusion rate,

the Higgs diphoton decay branching ratio and the Higgs-induced diphoton production rate

in the gluon fusion channel as a function of the lightest stop mass. The staus are always

kept light, and highly mixed, so even for large values of the stop masses, the BR(h → γγ)

remains enhanced.

For a given mQ3 � mu3 , there are two solutions of positive At for each Higgs mass. As

discussed earlier, the gluon fusion rate depends on the ratio of At to mQ3 and larger values of

At lead to smaller Higgs production rates via gluon fusion. The two solutions are shown with

two different colored boundaries in Figs. 1 and 2: larger values of At are denoted by blue

borders and smaller values of At by red borders (the boundaries represent mh = 122.5 GeV).

Since the staus give a negative contribution, proportional to (µ tan β/me3)
4
, to the lightest

CP-even Higgs mass (see, for instance, Ref. [5])
5
, the stop mass parameters necessary to

obtain consistency with the observed Higgs mass will depend on the stau mass parameters.

5
Strictly speaking the corrections depend on tanβeff = tanβ/(1 +∆τ ), where ∆τ is the τ mass threshold

correction to be discussed in Sec. IV.
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Case of heavy Staus
Only stop loop effects relevant in this case
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obtained in weak boson fusion.  Gluon

fusion induced rate tend to be smaller than in the SM.
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Impact of Light staus on heavy Higgs 
Boson Searches

• Previous analysis performed under the assumption of no additional decays apart 
from the ones into bottom-quarks and tau-leptons.

• Light staus can lead to relevant extra contributions to the decay width. 

• For large values of Aτ,  the non-standard Higgs bosons couple strongly to staus at 
large tanβ.

• Τhe additional width of the Higgs bosons leads to a reduction in the branching 
ratios into both bottoms and taus, and make searches more challenging.

• Searches for staus in decays of non-standard Higgs bosons should be also 
considered.

M. Carena, S. Gori, N. Shah, C. W. and L.T. Wang, arXiv:1303.4414 
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Branching Ratios and Widths of Non-Standard Higgs Decays into Staus
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FIG. 6: Production rate of τ+τ− induced by the presence of heavy CP-even and CP-odd scalars,

with mA � 1 TeV, normalized to the rate obtained in the maximal mixing scenario used by the

CMS collaboration [78].

significantly alleviate the experimental constraints on mA coming from the decay to taus.

However, note that large values of Aτ > 1 TeV lead to problems with vacuum stability in

this region of parameters.

V. LIGHT STAUS AND HIGGS SEARCHES

Light staus remains the smoking gun signal of the MSSM scenario considered in this

paper. In Ref. [5], we studied the possibility of searching for them in the channel (pp →

ν̃τ τ̃1 → W τ τ̄ + 2χ0) at the LHC using a straight cut and count method. We specifically

analyzed the final state signature consisting of one lepton, 2 hadronic taus and missing

energy. We showed that this is a challenging search channel for both the 8 TeV and the 14

TeV runs, due to low statistics.

Here we will briefly mention another possibility of probing our framework at the LHC.

We note that the final state mentioned above is the same as the one arising in the Higgs

search channel (pp → Wh) followed by (h → τ τ̄). Therefore, it is interesting to see whether
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FIG. 5: Left : Branching ratios of the heavy Higgs bosons, H and A. Dashed red lines: BR(A →

τ̃1τ̃2), solid blue lines: BR(H → τ̃1τ̃1), solid green lines: BR(H → τ̃2τ̃2). Right : Total width of the

heavy Higgs bosons in GeV. Mass of the lightest stau is fixed to 95 GeV and mA = 1 TeV.

decay rate into staus. The right panel shows the corresponding increase in the total width

with increasing Aτ and fixed mτ̃2 , which implies a decrease of the branching ratio of the

heavy Higgs decay into τ leptons. On the other hand, for a fixed value of Aτ , the value of

µ increases with mτ̃2 , which leads to an increase in ∆b and a more negative ∆τ . Since the

width of the decay into bottom quarks is the dominant one, this causes the total width to

decrease. However, note that negative ∆τ leads to an increase of the width of the decay

into τ leptons, and hence to an increase of the branching ratio of the decay of the heavy,

non-standard Higgs bosons into these particles. On the other hand, the production cross

section of non-standard Higgs bosons is inversely proportional to (1 +∆b)2 and hence there

is a compensating effect on the total rate of these Higgs bosons decaying into taus, Eq. (17).

Fig. 6 shows the variation of the production rate of taus as a function of mτ̃2 and Aτ with

respect to the maximal mixing scenario [53] used by ATLAS and CMS [78]. We use the

same set of parameters as for Fig. 5. For a fixed value of Aτ , as a result of the compensation

of effects discussed above, only a small variation of the rate of ττ production is observed

in the region of parameters under analysis. On the other hand, for a given value of mτ̃2

and increasing values of Aτ , the ττ production rate decreases due to an increase of the

width of the decay into stau leptons. Therefore, only for large values of Aτ can we hope to
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Decay branching
ratio of heavy non-standard 

Higgs boson to staus

Total heavy Higgs
boson width

Decay branching
ratio into taus,

compared to the 
mhmax scenario.
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heavy Higgs bosons in GeV. Mass of the lightest stau is fixed to 95 GeV and mA = 1 TeV.

where the term proportional to (M
2
W +M

2
Z) is the approximate contribution from the decay

into light charginos and neutralinos. Similar to the case with heavy staus, Eq. (14), the

branching ratio is increased due to negative values of ∆τ and positive values of ∆b. However,

comparing Eqs. (14) and (17), we see that this increase is partially compensated for by the

stau decays, quantified by the last term in Eq. (17). Let us stress that Eq. (17) is only valid

when the stau, chargino and neutralino masses are much smaller than mA and should be

modified by the appropriate phase space factors if this is not the case.

As before, the production cross section is proportional to the product of the branching

ratio times the bottom Yukawa squared, giving

σ(pp → (H,A) → τ+τ−) ∝ m
2
b tan

2 β��
3
m2

b
m2

τ
+

(M2
W+M2

Z)(1+∆b)2

m2
τ tan2 β

�
(1 +∆τ )

2 + (1 +∆b)
2
�
1 +

A2
τ

m2
A

�� .

(18)

The ττ production rate again increases due to negative ∆τ and decreases due to positive

∆b. However in addition, there is also a decrease in the rate due to the decays into the light

staus.

Let us now compare the τ branching ratio in the light stau scenario with the one that

is obtained for heavy staus and small values of ∆b � 0.25 and ∆τ � 0, as happens at
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Conclusions

• Resonance discovered at the LHC has properties consistent with SM Higgs ones.

• Precise production rates and branching ratios may be affected by new physics.  As 
an example, we have studied the MSSM case

• This model has a rich phenomenology that can led to large variations of the 
couplings and to new related signatures at colliders.

• Higher than two loop corrections should be considered at large Msusy. 

• Down fermion couplings suffer variations in the wedge that vary from a few to a 
few tens of percent depending of mainly sign and magnitude of Loop12.

• Third generation sfermions play a very relevant role and, if they are light, they can 
have a relevant impact on the loop induced couplings and Higgs phenomenology.

• Search for non-standard Higgs in new channels including inos, standard Higgs 
bosons and staus can provide alternative ways of checking the Higgs wedge.
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(i) (ii)

(iii)

FIG. 4: Higgs decay branching ratios into bb̄, τ+τ− and W+W−
as a function of the lightest stop

mass for scenarios (b), (c) and (d) presented in Tab. I. The lines, colors and hatching is as described

in Fig. 1 and Tab. I.

.

the total width in this region of parameter space. There is a larger variation of the decrease

in the partial width for the Higgs decay into gluons and taus for the larger values of At (blue

border), with very strong suppressions of the decay into gluons for the smallest stop masses.

This leads to a relevant decrease of the total width (and consequently an increase in BR(h →

20

Coupling to Fermions and Weak Gauge Bosons
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FIG. 7: Visible mass distribution from signal (pp → ν̃τ τ̃1 → ��τh + MET). The background

distribution is taken from [19] and is shown in blue. The red dots denote the CMS data points.

any present Higgs searches in this channel already have sensitivity to this new signal.

Such searches typically require one hadronic tau and one leptonic tau. A common vari-

able used in these analysis [19] is the visible mass, namely the invariant mass between the

subleading light lepton and the hadronic tau. In Fig 7, we present the visible mass distri-

bution from our signal after imposing the main cuts presented in Ref. [19], namely p�1T > 20

GeV, p�2T > 10 GeV, |ητh | < 2.3, either, |ηµ| < 2.4, or for the case of an electron |ηe| < 2.5,

and LT > 80GeV, where LT is defined as the scalar sum of the ET of the lepton candidates.

Parton level events are generated by Madgraph5 [59] and taus are decayed using Tauola [79].

We note that the distribution peaks at larger values than both the distribution obtained

from a Higgs with mass of about 125 GeV and the background distribution. Imposing an

additional cut, mvis > 80 GeV, would make the signal and background of the same order of

magnitude. However, with the present amount of data (5 fb
−1

at the 7 TeV LHC and 12

fb
−1

at the 8 TeV LHC) the signal amounts to only ∼ 3 events. Therefore, similar to the

case we analyzed before in Ref. [5], one would need large statistics to claim the observation

of light staus in these searches.
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Searches for staus in associated production 
with sneutrinos.

Final State in pp → Wh, followed
by h → τ+τ− is similar to the one in

pp → τ̃ ν̃τ , followed by ν̃τ → τ̃ + χ0
1.

Look for leptonic decay
of the W, and one hadronic
and one leptonic tau decay.
Same selection cuts as in
the Higgs search analysis.

Cut in visible mass
increase signal to 

background ratio, but
very low statistics. 
Dedicated search
with optimized 

selection cuts should
be performed. 
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Light Stop Searches

• Light stops, mainly right handed, may be present without affecting 
the Higgs mass predictions and without affecting precision 
electroweak measurements.

• If present, they have an impact on both gluon fusion cross section 
as well as in γγ Higgs decay width. There are strong direct search 
constraints. 

• Three body decay into staus may become the dominant stop decay 
mode, when three body decay into a neutralino, a W and a b is 
closed. 

• For a neutralino mass of about 40 to 50 GeV, this happens for stop 
masses of about 130 GeV. 
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Stop Branching Ratios in Light Stau Scenario
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Apart from region close to top neutralino decay threshold, decays                                                          
of stops into staus open new possibilities
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In MSSM, the constraint from charge-breaking minimum induced by large stau mixing

was studied in Ref. [9], and later refined in Ref. [10]. In this brief note we revisit the

vacuum stability issue in the large stau mixing scenario in light of new Higgs data suggesting

an enhanced diphoton partial width. In particular, we further improve upon the work in

Ref. [10] by including effects of a radiatively corrected tau Yukawa coupling. While this work

was in progress, Refs. [11, 12] appeared which were based on the result in Ref. [10]. Our

main result is that a diphoton partial width increased over the SM expectation by O(50%) is

still possible after imposing the meta-stability of the ordinary electroweak-breaking vacuum,

and that a precise measurement of the diphoton partial width could ultimately hint at the

fate of the Universe in MSSM.

II. LARGE STAU MIXING AND VACUUM STABILITY

To study the vacuum stability in MSSM with large stau mixing, we first write down the

scalar potential for the neutral component of the up-type Higgs hu, left-handed stau τ̃L, and

right-handed stau τ̃R as follows1 [9],

V =

����µ
hu√
2
− yτ τ̃Lτ̃R

����
2

+
g22
8

�
|τ̃L|

2 +
h2
u

2

�2

+
g21
8

�
|τ̃L|

2 − 2|τ̃R|
2 − h2

u

2

�2

+m2
Hu

h2
u

2
+m2

L3
|τ̃L|

2 +m2
E3
|τ̃R|

2 +
g21 + g22

8
δH

h4
u

4
, (1)

where µ is the supersymmetric mass and yτ is the tau Yukawa coupling in the MSSM

superpotential, while g2 and g1 are the gauge couplings for SU(2)L and U(1)Y , respectively.

In addition, m2
Hu

, m2
L3
, and m2

E3
are the soft-breaking masses for the up-type Higgs, the left-

handed third generation sleptons, and the right-handed third generation sleptons. The last

term proportional to δH in Eq. (1) represents the leading contribution in the full one-loop

effective potential, which arises from the top-stop loop and is typically of order unity for a

125 GeV Higgs boson [10],

δ(t)
H

=
3

π2

y4
t

g21 + g22
log

mt̃

mt

∼ 1 . (2)

Additional sizable contributions may be present in some cases, for example when the stop

mixing is large.

1
It suffices to focus on the up-type Higgs because we are interested in the large tanβ region, where the

down-type Higgs vacuum expectation value is small.

3

Vacuum stability

For large values of  the mu parameter and the
tau Yukawa coupling, one can generate new
charge breaking minima deeper than the electroweak 
minimum

This occures in this improved  tree-level potential,
but also occurs in the full one-loop effective potential                  
we  shall analyze
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Vacuum Stability
Electroweak Minimum is in general metastable in  this scenario
                                                             Hisano, Sugiyama’11
Metastability bound depends on tan(beta)

Effective values include one loop correction effects, and it is different for 
bottoms as for tau leptons.  In the following, we refer to the tau one.

S. Gori, I. Low, N. Shah, M. Carena, C.E.M.W.’12

hb,τ � mb tanβ

v(1 +∆b,τ )
, (tanβeff)b,τ =

tanβ

(1 +∆b,τ )
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CP-even Higgs is given by

ghbb,hττ = −hb,τ sinα +∆hb,τ cosα, (5)

where α is the CP-even Higgs mixing angle and -sinα and cosα are just the projections of h
on the real values of the neutral components of Hd and Hu, respectively. The bottom and τ
masses are given by

mb,τ = hb,τvd

�
1 + tan β

∆hb,τ

hb,τ

�

= hb,τvd (1 +∆b,τ ) . (6)

Hence,

ghbb,hττ = − mb,τ sinα

v cos β(1 +∆b,τ )

�
1− ∆b,τ

tan β tanα

�
. (7)

For very large values of the CP-odd Higgs mass, sinα → − cos β and the above expression
reproduces the SM values. For smaller values of mA two things happen. On one hand both
the bottom and τ couplings to the lightest CP-even Higgs boson deviate from their SM values.
On the other hand, since ∆b �= ∆τ the ratio of these couplings is no longer given by mb/mτ ,
but rather

ghbb

ghττ
=

mb(1 +∆τ ) (1−∆b/(tan β tanα))

mτ (1 +∆b) (1−∆τ/(tan β tanα))
. (8)

It is clear from the above expression that the larger the difference between ∆b and ∆τ , and the
smaller the value of the CP-odd Higgs mass, the larger the deviations of these couplings from
their SM values and the larger the departures of the ratios of these couplings from mb/mτ .
Figure 3 shows the deviation of the ratio of the bottom to tau couplings from mb/mτ for
different values of the soft supersymmetry breaking parameters.

One important feature of the ratio of bottom and tau couplings is that when | tanα| <
1/| tan β|, that is associated with a suppression of the ghbb and ghττ couplings, the ratio of
ghbb/ghττ > 1 whenever ∆b > 0 and ∆b � ∆τ , that are the features expected for µM3 > 0,
as it is clearly displayed in Fig. 3 in which Aτ > 0. On the contrary, for negative values of
Aτ one expects an enhancement of ghbb associated with | tanα| > 1/ tan β. In this case, the
value of ghbb/ghττ becomes lower than one. This means that one can have considerably larger
corrections of the ghττ coupling compared to ghττ , what has important implications for Higgs
phenomenology.

5 Higgs Phenomenology

In the previous sections we described how one can modify the effective couplings to gluons,
photons, bottom quarks and τ leptons within the light stau scenario. As an example, we have
taken two models: In both of them there are light stops, so that the gluon fusion production
rate may be modified. The difference is that in the first one, At is larger than mQ and a small
suppression of the gluon fusion Higgs production rate is obtained. In the second one, instead,
At is larger than mQ and therefore a small enhancement of the gluon fusion production rate
is obtained.

7

Inclusion of Mixing in the CP-even Higgs sector

Branching ratio of decay into bottom 
quarks remain larger than 95 percent

S. Gori, I. Low, N. Shah, M. Carena, C.E.M.W.’12

Calculated with FeynHiggs (no ∆τ

but full one-loop corrections.)

New CPsuperH includes all ∆f .

Leads to similar gamma gamma rates,

but slightly smaller τ suppressions.CPsuperH : arXiv:1208.2212
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Large suppression of Higgs decay into taus, keeping metastability,  may only be 
achieved at large values of the effective  tan(beta) of tau leptons.

Values of effective tan(beta) larger than 90 imply the existence of a Landau 
pole before the GUT scale

An ultraviolet completion would be therefore necessary at high scales.
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Associated Production

Gluon Fusion

gAbb � gHbb �
mb tanβ

(1 + ∆b)v
, gAττ � gHττ �

mτ tanβ

v

QCD:  S. Dawson, C.B. Jackson, L. Reina, D. Wackeroth, hep-ph/0603112
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σ(bb̄A)×BR(A→ bb̄) � σ(bb̄A)SM
tan2 β

(1 + ∆b)
2 ×

9
(1 + ∆b)

2 + 9

σ(bb̄, gg → A)×BR(A→ ττ) � σ(bb̄, gg → A)SM
tan2 β

(1 + ∆b)
2 + 9

• Searches at the Tevatron and the LHC are induced by production channels 
associated with the large bottom Yukawa coupling.

• There may be a strong dependence on the parameters in the bb search 
channel, which is strongly reduced in the tau tau mode.

Searches for non-standard Higgs bosons
M. Carena, S. Heinemeyer, G.Weiglein,C.W, EJPC’06

Validity of this approximation confirmed by  NLO computation by D. 
North and M. Spira, arXiv:0808.0087
Further work by Mhulleitner, Rzehak and Spira, 0812.3815
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